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ABSTRACT 
State Estimation of Power System has same function as Power Flow Analysis in 
determining system status which is very important in operating the power systems 
securely. Detail understanding on the differences between State Estimation and 
Power Flow Analysis has to be taken into consideration. The focus will be on testing 
the Power System State Estimation either by using existing software or developed 
software. The chosen option is to produce software using MA TLAB program that can 
test the State Estimation in Power System network and in obtaining consistent system 
states which are magnitude, lVI, and phase angles, tl, of bus voltages. Weight Least 
Squares Method is used to calculate estimates of the state variables (unknown data) 
by using measured data. When bad measurements are detected, the estimated states 
are not reliable anymore. So, the data have to be identified and discarded by statistical 
tests. The presence of bad data is assumed due to improper connection with reversed 
positive and negative leads at the meter equipment. The limitations that Power Flow 
Analysis has can be removed by state estimation based on the weighted least squares 
method and also the method of detecting and eliminating the bad data. 
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As the project entitled 'State Estimation of Power System', the focus of this Final 
Year Project would obviously lie on the concept of the topic. Moreover, 
understandings on the fundamental of Power Flow Solutions are also being taken into 
consideration. In the first subtopic, Background of Study, there will be an elaboration 
on the basic concept of the State Estimation of Power System. Then, a brief 
discussion on the difference between State Estimation and Power Flow Analysis will 
be explained in the second section, Problem Statement. Later, there will be a 
complete list of goals and aims of the project, in the subtopic of Objectives and Scope 
of Study. 
1.1 Background of Study 
The status of power system that is required for a number of application 
programs such as economic dispatch and load frequency control as well as security 
assessment can be determined by state estimation. This method uses large amount of 
measured data to estimate the system status. So, error or unavailability of the 
measurements might occur which will lead to malfunction in the outputs. Hence, the 
results obtained can be accepted as estimated of true values if no bad data are present. 
However, if there is any bad data present, this must be detected and removed from the 
estimation calculations. The State Estimation use large amount of measured data to 
estimate the system state of the voltage magnitude, I VI and phase angle, (5 at bus 
voltages rather than Power Flow Analysis. 
Moreover, monitoring the generation and transmission of very complex power 
system networks has made the task of operating the system more difficult. There is a 
condition where in avoiding major system failures, more extensive supervisory 
control and data acquisition are installed by the electric utilities throughout the 
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network with the purpose of supporting computer-based systems at the energy control 
center. The data created is for the used of the application programs such as to ensure 
the economic system operation and others to asses how secure the system would be if 
equipment failures and transmission-line outages were to occur. [1] 
The method of the State Estimation can provide a real-time estimate of the 
system state and can determine of how good the estimate is before it is used for real-
time power-flow calculations or on-line system security assessment. The estimates of 
the states have to be tested to statistical testing before being produced as the best 
possible estimates and accepted as satisfactory. Consequently, if there is error 
detected in the state estimation it has to be filtered out. [1] 
1.2 Problem Statement 
For the Security System reason, either the occurrence of equipment failures or 
transmission-line outages, a security assessment has to be done in determining a 
reliable estimate of the existing state of the system. State variables or unknown 
quantities that have to be estimated are the voltage magnitudes and also the phase 
angles of all the buses but except for the slack bus. Due to this, the number of 
measurements cannot be limited to only quantities required for the conventional 
Power Flow Solution. However, if one of the inputs or measurements which are the P 
and Q injections at load buses and also P and lVI values at voltage-controlled buses, is 
unavailable, the conventional Power Flow Solution cannot be gained. In addition, if 
one or more errors occurred at the inputs or measurements, the results of the Power 
Flow Solutions will become insufficient. 
Thus, in removing the limitations, the State Estimation can be done by using the 
Weighted Least-Squares calculations, where the numbers of inputs or measurements 
are larger than the number of unknown quantities or state variables. Furthermore, 
there is an additional to the measurements which are very easily measured quantities 
that can be used in the State Estimation but cannot be used in conventional Power 
Flow Solutions. They are the measurements at P and Q line flows in the transmission 
lines of the system. Subsequently, the unknown quantities or state variables are 
estimated and if there is any bad data present, it can be detected and discarded. [ 1] 
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The project has been chosen after considering the relevancy and significance of 
the project. This project has been proposed in order to give opportunities to students 
to develop and simulate a software themselves and test whether it can work as 
required which is in the practical Power Systems. There are certain reasons in 
initiating this study about the State Estimation of Power System which are: 
• Data contains inaccuracies or errors since physical measurements 
• Power Flow Analysis cannot be obtained if there is error or one or more 
inputs are unavailable 
• Measured data do not always tally with the calculated values when using 
existing software (PET Software) then converting to MA TLAB software 
The main purpose of simulating the State Estimation either by using existing 
softwares or developed software, which is by using the MATLAB program, is to 
avoid redundancy in the data gathering systems. This is due to the complexity and 
larger data base that causes the number of actual measurements is greater than the 
number of data inputs. This leads to more equations to be solved than the unknown 
state variables. Hence, data filtration is very important and required before the raw 
data are used in state estimation computation and direct use of raw measurement is 
not advisable. 
During the early stage, most of the learning is done on the difference between 
State Estimation and Power Flow Analysis. Both methods have the same purpose 
which is to fmd the bus voltages of a Power Flow System. Consequently, the task 
given is about understanding both basic concepts, in order to achieve the main 
objective, which is to produce the software for the Power System State Estimation. 
For the second semester, more attempts have been made in fmding the most 
suitable software that can be used in solving the State Estimation of Power System. In 
the previous semester, based on the methodology, the next procedure should have 
been to develop MA TLAB software for the State Estimation of Power System. 
However, for certain reasons, the procedure has to be changed where the software 
will not be developed, but to apply the existing software on power system. The reason 
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is that the existing software is much more easily understood and applicable when 
compared to producing a completely new MATLAB programming. Furthermore, 
there are several softwares in the industry that can be used in applying the State 
Estimation. 
Hence, in order to find the most relevant and user-friendly software, several 
steps had been taken. The preferred softwares are SKM Power Tools and Power 
Education Toolbox where both can be applied in finding the results of State 
Estimation of Power System. Power Education Toolbox Software is found that to be 
very user-friendly compared to SKM Power Tools. So, more attempts have been 
conducted in applying the software on the networks. Additionally, extra efforts and 
more concentration have been given in learning how to use this software. 
The main purpose of proceeding with this project till this level is to ensure that 
the software used must be able to produce the final results consistently. Furthermore, 
after simulating the State Estimation using the Weighted Least Squares for several 
numbers of buses in the power system network, the outcomes will be the magnitude 
and phase angle of the voltage at each bus. In addition, the fmal results must also tally 
with the measured values taken earlier before the simulation can take place. 
The measurements taken are either from the Pi, lfli values at the voltage-
controlled buses or from the Pi, Qi injections at load buses. There are also measured 
quantities taken from the line real and reactive power flows of the power system 
networks which are Pij and Qij. The fmal results of the voltage values at each bus can 
be compared with the measurements taken for voltage magnitude at each bus by 
using voltmeter if there were any. While, the final voltage quantities between buses 
obtained can be calculated in ensuring that the measured power flow values at the line 
flows must be the same as the calculated values. The concept of the State Estimation 
of Power System studied earlier is then tested by using developed software. 
However, after several trials on the PET Software, the earlier idea on the 
reliability of using the existing software which is PET software is untrue. This is 
because during the testing on the 2-bus, 3-bus, 4-bus and 14-bus system, the software 
could not obtain the results consistently. This is due to the number of iterations that 
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keep on accumulating each time the State Estimation on the bus system is run. 
Consequently, the main objectives have been changed to develop a new software 
using MATLAB for the State Estimation of Power System which must produce 
consistent results that are the magnitude, JVJ, and phase angles, o, of the bus voltages. 
In addition, the results obtained, must tally with the measurements in the provided 
input data, which are P and Q injections at load buses, P and JVI values at voltage-
controlled buses and also P and Q line flows in the transmission lines of the system. 
1.3 Objectives & Scope of Study 
In any project, objectives have to be clearly identified so that targets can be set 
and achieved by the end of the given period. Thus, the objectives of the project will 
be:-
-1' To apply the existing software or developed software for Power 
System State Estimation. 
-/ To understand the software that has to be used in this project 
-/ To prove that Power system parameters calculation using state 
estimation method is better than the conventional power flow analysis, 
implemented in MATLAB 
Moving on to the scope of study, several aspects have to be focused so that the 
project can be completed appropriately. The aspects will be on; 
-1' Understanding the differences between State Estimation and Power 
Flow Analysis. 
-1' Doing research to learn the basic concept of State Estimation of Power 
System. 
• Method of Least Squares 
• Test for Bad Data 
-/ The general practice in power-flow studies is identification of three 
types of buses in the network: 
• Load Buses, P-Q Buses 
• Voltage-Controlled Buses, P-V Buses 
• Slack Buses 
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-1' The method used in Power Flow Solutions 
• Newton-Raphson Method 
,( The application of the Newton-Raphson Power Flow Solution. 
-1' The Power Flow Analysis in System Design and Operation. 
,( Learning about MATLAB Programming in order to prepare the coding 
for the software of State Estimation of Power System. 
-1' Exploring and learning about other Programming level that might be 
used for this project. For example, Visual Basic. 
All of these studies are done within the duration given. At the end of the Final 
Year Project II period, the deliverable should be a software that can be used in order 
to perform the State Estimation of Power System by using Weight Least Squares 
method and also in testing and discarding of the bad data. 
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CHAPTER2 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY 
Literature review is very important in building a strong foundation before the project 
can be continued further. In the early stage which is during the Final Year Project I, a 
few important topics have been studied in order to gain knowledge on issues related 
to the project. 
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Figure 1.1 Similarities and differences between State Estimation and Power Flow 
Analysis 
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2.2 The Power Flow Analysis 
For the Power Flow Solutions, the equations of functions P and Q are as shown 
below: 
N 
Pi= L IV; I IV" II Yin I cos (e.,+ 8"- 8) 
n=I 
As can be seen, they are non-linear functions of the unknown quantities or state 
variables which are the magnitude, IV], and phase angles, t5, of the bus voltages. 
Consequently, these equations are used in the State Estimation of Power System for 
this Final Year Project topic. This is due to the calculation involves is the ac Power 
System Network which will produce non-linear equations. Hence, power flow 
calculation such as the Newton-Raphson Method which usually employs iterative 
techniques is chosen in linearizing the non-linear equations. This method is based on 
bus admittance equations. This method will be described briefly in Chapter 4, Results 
and Discussion which is applied in the 2-bus and 3-bus system. 
Here, the differences between State Estimation and Power Flow Analysis can be 
seen when the Load Flow Analysis which employs the Newton Raphson Method in 
solving the power flow problem. From the observation of the calculation for Newton-
Raphson Method, the following is the solution procedure for the method of Power 
Flow Analysis. Firstly, the line data and bus data are read in order to construct the bus 
admittance matrix. Then, setting k = 0, a starting solution is assumed. Usually, a flat 
start is assumed in which all the unknown phase angles are taken as zero and 
unknown voltage magnitudes are taken as 1.0 p.u. Next, the mismatch powers, for 
example the error vector, are computed. If the elements of error vector were less than 
the specified tolerance, the problem is solved. Then, proceed to the step where the 
line flows, transmission loss and slack bus power are calculated. 
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Otherwise, proceed to the step where the elements of sub-matrices H, N, M and 
L are computed and the equation below is solved as follows:-
H N 
= for 
M L k t.Q k 
Then, the solution is updated as below: 
Furthermore, the new value of k is set to be one value higher, with k + I. 
Consequently, the step where the calculation of the mismatch powers is repeated all 
over again until the elements of error vector are specified to be less than the tolerance 
in order to ensure that the problem is solved. Finally, when the results are obtained 
the line flow transmission loss and slack bus power can be calculated. The outcomes 
of this method are similar to the end result of the State Estimation which is in 
determining the magnitude, I VI, and phase angles, t'i, of the bus voltages. 
Electric utility such as Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB), conducts power flow 
analysis quite often with the purpose of updating the status of the power system for 
different load conditions. This is due to ensure the economic system operation and 
also for the system security assessment. In addition, the network data and bus power 
data are supplied as input data. Then, the ac power system generates a set of non-
linear equations. Furthermore, the bus voltages are calculated for the given network 
configuration and bus power injections. 
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2.3 The Method of Least Squares 
In the State Estimation, the Weighted Least-Squares method is used since the 
number of inputs or measurements are larger than the number of unknown quantities 
or state variables. Additionally, this method is used as it is the best method to fit the 
inputs or measurements as it relates two or more quantities. Thus, the procedure in 
obtaining the most possible estimates of the unknown quantities or state variables 
must be taken into consideration. For easy understanding, this method is applied to a 
set of de circuit that has measurements which is shown in Section 3.1. Then, in 
applying the State Estimation procedures which consists of Weighted Least-Squares 
method and testing as well as removing the bad data, it can be shown in the Power 
System Network in Section 4. From the results obtained, that the estimated values are 
those which minimize the weighted sum of the squares of the measurement errors. 
2.4 Existing Softwares 
After going through the final presentation for FYP I, a suggestion has been 
made by one of the evaluators where the State Estimation of Power System which 
initially has to be tested on a developed software using MATLAB program should be 
replaced with any existing softwares such as SKM Power Tools or Power Education 
Toolbox. It is due to the softwares are believed to be reliable and user friendly. The 
softwares are studied for the purpose of proving their reliability. In addition the study 
is performed in order to familiarize with their functions. 
There is a function in simulating the State Estimation of Power System in the 
SKM Power Tools Software. However, a problem occurred in locating the 
measurements in the power system network, which could not be solved. Even though 
consultation has been done to the software's distributor, the problem still could not be 
solved. So, after referring to the Supervisor, Dr. Rarniah Jegatheesan, the learning 
process of the software is continued with another software which is the Power 
Education Toolbox (PET) Software which is supposed to be a very interesting and its 
usage easily understood. This software is also believed to be a very user-friendly 
software which is used as a teaching tool for power engineering. 
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Though, there is certain circumstance that could not be avoided that has stopped 
the process of applying this software. Initially, the simulation runs smoothly for the 
first run. However, the problem arise when it comes to the next run, where the final 
results which are the magnitude, JVJ, and phase angles, o, of the bus voltages could 
not be achieved consistently. The results keep generating different results when each 
time the simulation is run. So, in order to complete the project on a timely basis and 
again after consultation with the Supervisor, Dr. Rarniah Jegatheesan, the testing of 
the State Estimation of Power System on the existing softwares has to be replaced 
with the initial method which is to be tested on a developed software by using 
MATLAB program. Finally, after developing the coding for the State Estimation of 
Power System using MATLAB program, it is proven that testing the State Estimation 
through developed software can produce consistent results compared to testing the 
State Estimation on existing softwares. In addition, the results tallied with the 
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Figure 3.3 Complete Procedure of State Estimation of Power System 
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For fully understanding in the Weight Least Squares method, a brief discussion 
is prepared in section 3.1 where the WLS method is being applied on a simple de 
circuit. In the verification of obtaining the estimated states, the equations used are 
slightly differ from the equations used in determining the estimated state in ac power 
system. This is due to the circuit equations are linear. While, a complete explanation 
on the procedure of State Estimation is in Chapter 4, where it is discussed on an ac 
power system. Furthermore, the measurement equations for ac power system are non-
linear and iterative solutions are required as in Newton Raphson Power flow 
procedure. 
3.1 Illustrative Example of Weight Least Squares Method 
1 1 
r v,_ "'" v, 
Figure 3.4 Simple DC Circuit 
In understanding the WLS Method, it can be shown in a de circuit referred in 
the Figure 3.4. The measurement set consists of: 
e ZJ 
e Z2 Ammeters 
Voltmeter 
The circuit which has five resistances of 1 n each need to estimate the two 
unknown voltage sources, V1 and V2. In determining the measurements, by applying 
the circuit analysis equation, it creates the equations for the true values of the 
measured quantities, Z; in terms of the network parameters and the true but unknown 
voltage sources, x 1 = V1 and x2 = V2. Then, it is also observed that error terms are 
added to the measurement equations to represent the error occurs in the meter 
readings. [ 1] 
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Referring to the Figure 3 .4, the equations obtained are: 
ZJ 5/8xi 1/8 X2 + ei 
Z2 -1/8XJ + 5/8x2 + e2 
Z3 3/8 XI + 1/8 X2 + e3 
Z4 1/8xi + J/8x2 + e4 
"--y--J \ y ) '-y-J 
Measurements True values from Errors 
system model 
Labeling the numerical coefficients of the equations as referred above with h, 
the new equations below are obtained, where Zj, true is the true value of the actual 
measured quantity Zj· 
ZJ hn XI + h12X2 + e1 = ZJ, true + e1 
Z2 = h21 XI + h22x2 + e2 Z2, trne + e2 
ZJ = h31 XI + h32X2 + e3 ZJ,true + e3 
Z4 h41 XI + h42X2 + e4 Z4, true + e4 
Now, the equations are rearranged into the matrix form: 
e1 ZJ ZI, true ZJ hn h12 ~: J e2 Z] Z2, true Z] h21 h22 = = e3 ZJ Z3, true ZJ h31 h32 
e4 Z4 Z4, true Z4 h4J h42 
Then to simplify the equations, the above equation can be written in a compact form 
which is shown as below: 
e=z-Ztrue=z-Hx 
The equation represents the errors between the actual measurements, z and the true 
(but unknown) values Ztrue = Hx of the measured quantities. The true values of XJ and 
X2 cannot be determined but the estimated values can be calculated which are: 
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Where, e = Estimated errors 
z = Actual measurements 
A 
H x = Estimates of true value, z1 
A 
Once estimated state vector x is known, estimated measurements are calculated 
A A A 
from z = H ~ and the estimated errors are determined as e = z - z . In order to 
ensure a good accuracy of the measurements from meters, each term in the sum of 
squares is multiplied by an appropriate weighting factor, w, to find the state variables 
functions. [1] 
A A 
Then, the estimated state variables as those values x 1 and x 2 which cause the 
function, f, to take its minimum value. By differentiating the equations off with 
respect to XI and x2, below, we can get the minimum value which the equation 
equates to zero. Then, the equations have to be evaluated from the estimated of the 




oe1 oe2 oe3 oe4 WI ei 
A [~] OX] OX] OX] ox] w2 e2 = oe1 oe2 oe3 oe4 A wJ eJ 
ox2 ox2 OX2 ox2 w4 A 
e4 
In the matrix form as shown before, w is the diagonal matrix of weighting 
factors. While, the partial derivatives are constant values which is denoted by H. 
As a result, the equation as referred below is obtained. [I] 
A 
WI ei 
A [~] [hll h21 h31 h41] w2 ez = hl2 hn h32 h42 A wJ eJ 
w4 A 
e4 
For simplification, a compact form is used as shown below: 
A A II A A 
Hr We = 0 ; e = z - z ; e = z - H x 
T A 
H W(z- z)=O 
A 
HTW Hx =HTWz 
Thus, solving the equation; 
where the matrix ofHTWH is referred as the Gain Matrix, G. 
Therefore, 
A 
The WLS method is expected to produce state estimates, X; , which are close to 
the true values x, of the state variables. In addition, the estimated states are given by 
A 
the equation, X= G-1 HT W Z because the circuit equations are linear compared 
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to the Power System Network that has the nonlinear equations. This will be discussed 
A 
further in Chapter 4. An expression for the differences (x,- xJ is found by 
substituting for z = Hx + e in the previous equation in order to obtain: 
X = G-1 HTW (Hx +e) 
= G-1 (HTWH)x+G-1 HTWe 
= G-1 G x+G-1 HTW e 
=x+G-1 HTWe 
3.2 Detection and Removal of Bad Data 
In a Power System network, the state estimates calculated by the WLS method 
can be accepted if the measurements are accurate. If a measurement contains bad 
data, it should be detected and identified so that it can be removed from the 
" 
calculations. Chi-square distribution, f provides a test to detect the bad data in the 
measurement set, which is as follows: [I] 
A 
The chi-square distribution, f provides a test to detect the bad data in the 
measurement set. The procedure to test for the bad data is as follows: 
A 
i) By using the measured quantities, z1, the estimated state variables, x, of 
the system are determined by using WLS method from the equation 
below: 
A A A 
ii) Then, substitute the estimated values, x, into the equation z = H x to 
A 
calculate the estimated values z 1 of the measurements and the 













iii) Evaluate the sum of weighted squares estimated errors from equation 
below by using variances, if; 
iv) The condition of the chi-square value to be less than the critical value 
of the chi-square distribution must be satisfied in order that the 








For the number of degrees of freedom; k and a probability a, the critical 
chi-square value xi.. can be referred from Table 4.1. Where k is 
obtained from; 
If it is satisfied, then the measured raw data and the state estimates are 
accepted as being accurate. 
Table 3.1 Critical Values of x~.a 
a a 
0.025 0.01 0.005 k 0.05 0.025 0.01 0.005 
5.02 6.64 7.88 11 19.68 21.92 24.73 26.76 
7.38 9.21 10.60 12 21.03 23.34 26.22 28.30 
9.35 11.35 12.84 13 22.36 24.74 27.69 29.82 
11.14 13.28 14.86 14 23.69 26.12 29.14 31.32 
12.83 15.09 16.75 15 25.00 27.49 30.58 32.80 
12.59 14.45 16.81 18.55 16 26.30 28.85 32.00 34.27 
14.07 16.01 18.48 20.28 17 27.59 30.19 33.41 35.72 
15.51 17.54 20.09 21.96 18 28.87 31.53 34.81 37.16 
16.92 19.02 21.67 23.59 19 30.14 32.85 36.19 38.58 
18.31 20.48 23.21 25.19 20 31.41 34.17 37.57 40.00 
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v) However, if the condition is not met, there is possibility of the presence 
of bad measurements. So, in identifYing the bad data, standardized error 
estimates are computed by using diagonal elements, R 'j j . 
Then, the bad data is identified as the measurement that has the highest 
magnitude or known as the largest standardized error, which is attained 
from the standardized error in equation below. So, the bad data is 
removed from the measurement set. 
A A 
i.e. 
Consequently, the State Estimation calculation is repeated with a new Nm, 
which is reduced by one, as well as recalculating the sum of weighted squared errors, 
A A f. If the new value of f satisfies the chi-square test of inequality, then the discarded 
measurement has been successfully identified as the bad data. 
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CHAPTER4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Test and Analysis on 2-bus Power System Network 
j 0.25 p2 1 
--""~CJ):)')~---~-------1----------, 
++ Q2,(Zol +~r--
r!.---\ ~ )z, 
I 
0.3 
Figure 4.1 One Line Diagram of a Power System 
Referring to the Figure 4.1 above, a simple 2-bus system is installed with two 
voltmeters, two varmeters and one wattmeter in order to measure the following five 
quantities (Refer Table 4.4). In performing the State Estimation for this 2-bus system, 
these input data in the table below (Refer Table 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3) are used in order to 
obtain the estimated state variables. 





I Vii 0; 
1 Slack Bus 0 0 1.0 0 
2 P-Q Bus 0.6 0.3 - -
Table 4.2 Line Data for 2-Bus System (in p.u.) 
Line No. Between Buses Line Impedances 




Table 4.3 Shunt Capacitor Data for 2-Bus System (in p.u.) 
Bus No. Admittance 
1 j6.0 
Table 4.4 Measured Quantities on the Physical System Before Bad Data is 
Eliminated (in p.u.) 
No. of 
Bus & Line No. Metering Symbols measurement, Equipment 
ZNm 
Bus 2, 
voltmeter IV21 zi voltage magnitude 
Bus 1, 
voltmeter I VII z2 
voltage magnitude 
Bus 1, 
reactive power varmeter Ql z, 
injection 
Line P12, 
flow from bus 1 to wattmeter ~2 z< 
bus2 
Line Q21, 
flow from bus 2 varmeter Q2/ Zs 
to bus 1 
4.1.1 Results for Mathematical Approach 
BEFORE DETECTION & REMOVAL OF BAD DATA 
Number of measurement, Nm = 5 
No of iterations= 5 
Measured Variances, 
2 Quantities CJNm 
0.92 (0.01i 
1.02 (0.01) 2 
0.605 (0.02) 2 
0.598 (0.015) 2 
0.305 (0.02) 2 
Table 4.5 Estimated State Variables Before Detection & Removal ofBad Data 
Flat-start Estimated A 
XNs Values State Variables 
A 
X =<52 I • 0 -0.1762 rad 
A 
X2 = IV2I 1.0 0.9578 p.u. 
A 
X3 = IV1I 1.0 0.9843 p.u. 
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DETECTION & REMOVAL OF BAD DATA 
A 
Weighted Sum of Squares, f = 544.8358 > JC 22, 001 = 9.21 
Consequently, in identifying which measurement contains the bad data, the 
standardized errors are computed on all the measurements. 
Table 4.6 Standardized Errors Before Detection & Removal of Bad Data 






The largest standardized error as observed from the Table 4.6 is the measurement 
number 5. Therefore, the bad data is detected at reactive power flow, Q21 = z5 and it 
is removed from the measurement set in order to repeat the State Estimation 
Calculations with the flat-start values again. 
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AFTER DETECTION & REMOVAL OF BAD DATA 
Number of measurement, Nm = 4 
No of iterations = 3 
Table 4.7 Measured Quantities on the Physical System After Bad Data is 
Eliminated (in p.u.) 
Metering No. of Variances, Bus & Line No. measurement, Measured Equipment Symbols Quantities 2 
ZNm fJNm 
Bus2, 
voltmeter Irs I zJ 0.92 (O.Oli voltage magnitude 
Bus 1, 
voltmeter I v; I z2 1.02 (0.01) 2 voltage magnitude 
Bus 1, 
reactive power varmeter Ql z3 0.605 (0.02) 2 
injection 
Line P12. 
(0.015) 2 flow from bus 1 to wattmeter ~2 z4 0.598 
bus 2 
Table 4.8 Estimated State Variables After Detection & Removal of Bad Data 
Flat-start Estimated A State XNs Values Variables 
A 
X1 = J2, 0 -0.1600 rad 
A 
X2 = IV2I 1.0 0.9223 p.u. 
A 
x3 = IV1I 1.0 1.0174 p.u. 
DETECTION OF BAD DATA 
A 
Weighted Sum of Squares, f = 0.1328 < x~.001 = 6.64 
As a result, the estimated state variables are accepted with 99% confidence. Hence, it 
is proven that the discarded measurement, z 5 do consist bad data. 
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The calculations are as below: 
i) For this two-bus system, firstly, is to initialize the state variables with the flat-
start value which are: 
Whereas, 151 = 0° is chosen to be the reference angle since the phase angles, 
o, of the bus voltages cannot be measured. 
ii) Then, Real and reactive power injections are calculated from: 
2 N 




Q, =-IV;! B;;- L IV;IIVniiY.nl sin(B;n + 15n- 15,} 
n=l 
n:td 
While, the real and reactive power flows in line ij are calculated from: 
P,J = -lv;l2 G,J + lv;IIVJIIY.JI cos(O,J + 151-15,) 
Q,J = -lv;l2 (B;J- B,J) -lv;IIVJIIY.JI sin(O,J + 151-15,) 




- j 4.1667 y: -
bu' - j 4 
. 4 J 
'4 ' • 
-} 







Consequently, the expressions for the real and reactive line flows and reactive 
power injection in terms of XNs, state variables which are used for linearizing 
the ac power system problem are as follows: 
P12 =I V1ll V2 14 cos( 90 + 62 - 61 ) 
=- 41 Vdl V21 sino, 
Q21 = -IV212 (-4J -lv,IIV114 sin(9o" + o1 - o2 J 
= 41 V2 12 - 41 V2IIV~I cos62 
= 4 ( xff - x 3 x 2 cos x 1 ) 
Qf = -1v~1 2 (-4.1667 J -lv}IIV,I4sin(90 +a,- o1 J 
= 4.16671 vl - 41 v~11 v,1 coso, 
iii) Then, in determining the measurement errors equation, it is noted that the 
ftmction, hNm for the true values of the measured quantities, in terms of 
estimated state variables, XNs are as below: 
hi = x, 
h2 = x 3 
h3 = 4.1667 xf- 4 x 3 x 2 cosx1 
h4 = -4 x 3 x 2 sinx1 
h5 =4(x; -x3 x 2 cosx1 ) 
Next, the ftmction of hNm is subtituted in the measurement errors equation in 
order to solve the equations iteratively, begins with the flat-start values stated 
in Step i). 
Then, substitute the numerical values into the ftmction of hNm to solve the 
measurement errors for the first iteration; 
e[0 l = z1 - xl"l = 0.92-1.0 =-0.0800 
el"l = z 2 - xj"l = 1.02-1.0 = 0.0200 
ej"l = z3 - ( 4.1667 xj0 l' - 4 xj0l xl"l cosx[0 l) = 0.605- ( 4.1667- 4) = 0.4383 
ei0l = z4 - (- 4 xj0l xl0l sinx[0l) = 0.5980-0 = 0.5980 
el0l = z5 - ( 4 xlol' - 4 xj0l xl0l cosx[0l) = 0.305- ( 4- 4) = 0.3050 
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iv) In the same iteration, the partial derivatives of h1, h2, h3, h4 and h5 are 




(O) a h, (O) 
ox, 8x2 ox, 
a~ (0) a~ (O) a~ (0) 
ox, 8x2 ox, 
oh, (o) a h, (o) a h, (O) 
wo) 
= ox, 8x2 ox, X 
8h4 
(0) a h4 (o) 8h4 
(0) 







ox, 8x2 ox, 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
= 4 x<o) x<0! sinx<"! 3 2 I - 4 xj0l cosx,<"J 8.3333 xj0l -4xi0 ) cosx?l 
-4xj0l xi"l cosxl"l -4x<"! sinx<"l 3 I -4xi0 ) sinxi0 ) 
4xj"l xi") sin xi"! 8xi"l - 4xj0l cosxl0l 4x~0 l cosx,<"l 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
H(O)-X - 0 -4 4.3333 
-4 0 0 
0 4 -4 
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Before proceeding with the calculation of the gam matrix, 
o<Ol = H(o)r R ~1 H(o) the weighting matrix 
X X X ' ' 
R~1 of reciprocal variances is 
calculated as below; 
1 0 0 0 0 
(J' 1 
0 1 0 0 0 2 (J2 
R~1 = 0 0 1 0 0 2 
(J3 
0 0 0 1 0 2 
(J4 
0 0 0 0 1 
(J' 5 
1 0 0 0 0 (0.01)2 
0 
1 0 0 0 (0.01)2 
0 0 1 0 0 = (0.02)2 
0 0 0 
1 
0 (0.015)2 
0 0 0 0 1 (0.02)2 
The gain matrix, G~l =H~lr R~1 H~l can now be calculated with the 
achieved values of H~l and R ~1 • It can be shown as follows: 
10000 0 0 0 0 
[: 
0 0 -4 
_:J 
0 10000 0 0 0 
G(O)- 0 -4 0 0 0 2500 0 0 H(O) X - X 
1 4.3333 0 0 0 0 4444.44 0 
0 0 0 0 2500 
0 1 0 
10'' [: 
0 0 -1.7778 
:] 
0 0 1 
= 0 -1 0 0 -4 4.3333 
1 1.0833 0 -4 0 0 
0 4 -4 
['r 0 -8.:]]+10' = 9 
-8.3333 9.6944 
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v) In calculating the state estimates, it is based on H~k! and ej k!. As for the first 
iteration of the estimated state variables are as below: 














0 -1.7778 :l 0.0200 -I 0 0.4383 
1.0833 0 0.5980 
0.3050 
0 l [-1.0631] 0.4680 -0.2133 
0.5055 0.1898 
Hence, the first iteration is completed and the present state variables are: 
x?l = -0.1495 rad =- 8.56572° 
xi1J = 0.9727 p.u. 
xl1l = 0.9961 p.u. 
Consequently, the current values for the first iteration of the state variables 
become the input data to the second iteration and the calculations continue 
until the values of the state variables, XNs are converged. 
2"d iteration; 
x}'l = -0.1721 rad =- 9.86060° 
xi'l = 0.9610 p.u. 




3) = -0.1756 rad =- 10.06114° 
xi'l = 0.9583 p.u. 
xj'l = 0.984 7 p.u. 
4th iteration; 
x[4l = - 0.1761 rad =- 10.08979° 
xl4) = 0.9579 p.u. 
xj4 l = 0.9843 p.u. 
5th iteration; 
xfl = - 0.1762 rad =- 10.09552° 
xfl = 0.9578 p.u. 
xj 5l = 0.9843 p.u. 
A 
So, these values are selected as the estimated state variables, x N' 
A 
x1 = li 2 = -0.1762 rad = -10.09552° 
A 
x, = I V,l = 0.9578 p.u. 
A 
x, =I v;l = 0.9843 p.u. 
vi) By applying the estimated state variables obtained in the 5th iteration, the 
estimated measurement errors equation is used in testing the presence of the 
bad data in the measurements, The resultant estimates of the measurement 
errors in p.u. are as follows: 
A A 
e1 = z1 - x2 = 0.92-0.9578 =- 0.0378 
A A 
e, = z, - x3 = 1.02-0.9843 = 0.0357 
A /\2 A A 1\ 
e3 = z3 - ( 4.1667 x3 -4 x3 x2 cos x1 ) = 0.6050-0.3242 = 0.2808 
" 1\ 1\ 1\ 
e4 = z4 - ( -4 x3 x2 sin xd = 0.5980-0.6610 = -0.0630 
1\ !\2 1\ 1\ 1\ 
e5 =z5 -(4x2 -4x3 x2 cosx1)=0.3050-(-0.0432)=0.3482 
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vii) Then, when the estimated of errors are attained, the weighted sum of squares 
A 
of the estimated errors can be computed to determine the chi-square, f value. 
This is due to the verification on the presence of the bad data in the 
measurements. 
A 2 
A s e 
f =I -4:- = (10000 X (-0.0378) 2 ) + (10000 X (0.0357) 2 ) + (2500 X (0.2808) 2 ) 
)~1 (jj 
+ ( 4444.4444 X (-0.0630) 2 ) + (2500 X (0.3482) 2 ) 
= 544.903 
For this power system problem, 
Nm= 5; Ns = 3, a= 0.01, 
k=Nm-Ns=2 
X22, 001 = 9.21 (Refer to Table 3.1) 
A 
f = 545 > X22,oo1 = 9.21 
The condition is not satisfied. This indicates the presence of bad data in the 
A A A 
measurements. Consequently, the estimated state variables, x1 , x 2 and x3 
cannot be accepted as being accurate. 
viii) For the identification and removal of bad data detected in the measurement, 
the standardized errors of all the estimated errors can be computed by 
determining the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix, R~, using the 
values ofthe estimated state variables; 
R~ = R - Hx G~ H~ = [ I - Hx G~ H~ R -l ] R I 
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0 1 0 
0 0 1 
A A A A A A A A 
Hx = 4 x3 x2 sinx1 - 4 X 3 COSX1 8.3333 X3 -4 X2 COS X1 
A A A A A A A 
-4x3 X 2 COSX1 -4x3 sinx1 -4x2 sinx1 
A A A A A A A A 
4x3 x2 sinx1 8x2 - 4x3 cosx1 -4x2 COSX1 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
= -0.6610 -3.8761 4.4303 
-3.7125 0.6901 0.6716 
-0.6610 3.7863 -3.7719 
In obtaining the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix, R~, numerical 
elements of Hx which use the estimated state variables, as well as the 
weighting matrix of reciprocal variances, R -l, are substituted into the gain 
matrix equation. It is shown as below: 
[ 
6.3442 -1.1239 
Gx = H~ R -I Hx = -1.1239 8.5518 
-1.2169 -7.6575 
Thus, the diagonal elements of the matrix is; 
0.5618 • • 
• 0.4976 • 
-1.2169' 




HxG;H~R-1 = • • 0.5307 • • 
• • • 0.9656 • 
• • • • 0.4443 
Hence, the diagonal elements of the covanance matrix,R~, are now 
calculated as follows: 
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0.4382 • • • • 1 • • • • 
• 0.5024 • • • • 1 • • • 
R~= • • 0.4693 • • • • 4 • • X 10-4 
• • • 0.0344 • • • • 2.25 • 
• • • • 0.5557 • • • • 4 
0.4382 • • • • 
• 0.5024 • • • 
= • • 1.8772 • • X 10-
4 
• • • 0.0774 • 
• • • • 2.2228 
ix) Then, the standardized errors for all the measurements can be achieved by 
using the estimated value of the measurement errors and the diagonal 
elements of the covariance matrix, R~. 
A 
e, - -0.0378 F::- ~ 0.4382 X 10'4 = -5.7103 
A 
e2 0.0357 
~= ~ 0.5024 X 104 5.0367 
e3 _ 0.2808 = 20.494 7 ~- ~1.8772 X 104 
e4 -0.0630 
~R:W = ~ 0.0774 x 10'4 = -22.6449 
e5 = 0.3482 233549 K, ~2.2228 X 10 4 
From the results obtained, it is observed that the largest standardized error is 
the measurements, Z5 which has the maximum magnitude value. Hence, it has 
to be discarded from the measurement set. Consequently, the number of 
measurement is reduced by one. 
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x) After the removal of the bad data, the state estimation calculations are 
repeated with the other four data in the measurement set, which are z~, z2, z3, 
and Z4 and the flat-start values, 
When all the steps are repeated and the convergence is reached at 3'd iteration, 
the estimated state variables are as follows: 
A 
x1 = <l2 = -0.1600 rad = -9.1673° 
A 
x2 =I V2 1 = 0.9223 p.u. 
A 
x, = 1 ~I= 1.o174 p.u. 
Accordingly, in ensuring the acceptance of the new estimated state variables, 
which are free from the presence of the bad data in the measurements, the 
calculations for the estimated measurement errors are carried out as follows: 
A A 
e1 = z1 - x2 = 0.92-0.9223 = -0.0023 
A A 
e2 = z2 - x3 = 1.02 -1.0174 = 0.0026 
1\ 1\2 AI\ 1\ 
e3 = z3 - ( 4.1667 X3 - 4 X3 X2 COSX1 ) = 0.605 - 0.6072 =- 0.0022 
1\ 1\1\ 1\ 
e4 = z4 - (- 4 x3 x2 sinx1 ) = 0.598- 0.5978 = 0.0002 
Then, when the estimated measurement errors are obtained, estimated errors 
are used in testing the presence of bad data in the measurement set. So, the 
weighted sum of squares is again used in comparing the chi-square value with 
the critical value of the chi-square distribution. 
A 2 
A • e f = I -4- =(I 0000 X (- 0.0023)2 ) + (I 0000 X (0.0026)2 ) + (2500 X (- 0.0022) 2 ) 
}=1 (J j 
+ ( 4444.4444 X (0.0002) 2 ) 
= 0.1328 
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New Nm= 4; Ns = 3, a= 0.01 
k=Nm -Ns= 1 
x~.oo1 = 6.64 (Refer to Table 3.1) 
A 
f = 0.1328 < X~,OO! = 6.64 
The condition is satisfied. Consequently, the estimated state variables, 
A A A 
x 1 , x 2 and x 3 can be accepted with 99% confidence. 
4.1.2 MATLABApproach 
'•I<;A::oq-M~.,«r"<~'"'"' 
'.·~·V i:t:'CIX!J SD gQt 
V~::qtV.e.>~uo,..,...,.,r 
1-------------------• v,~,~Y! ·n-:4,'DX.O'" >r• ·r,-;;;;·--~ 
~ R~M !D 5500((.1 
-..,. ~C'-YtNe. [i:J-i00'i--
Figure 4.2 2-bus Power System Network drawn in PET Software 
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BEFORE DETECTION & REMOVAL OF BAD DATA 
Number of measurement, Nm = 5 
No of iterations = 5 
Table 4.9 State Variables Before Detection & Removal of Bad Data 
A 
Iteration eNm XNs 
count, k A A A A A 
e, e2 eJ e, es x, x2 
0 -0.0800 0.0200 0.4383 0.5980 0.3050 -0.1495 0.9727 
1 
-0.0527 0.0239 0.3031 0.0207 0.3529 -0.1721 0.9610 
2 
-0.0410 0.0330 0.2841 -0.0518 0.3487 -0.1756 0.9583 
3 -0.0383 0.0353 0.2815 -0.0615 0.3480 -0.1761 0.9579 
4 -0.0379 0.0357 0.2811 -0.0628 0.3480 -0.1762 0.9578 
A 
:. x 1 =<52.= -0.1762rad 
A 
x2 = IV2I = 0.9578 p.u. 
A 
X3 = I V1l = 0.9843 p.u. 
DETECTION & REMOVAL OF BAD DATA 
A 
f = 544.8152 > X22, 001 = 9.21 
Bad data is detected, 
Table 4.10 Standardized Errors Before Detection & Removal of Bad Data 
" Nm 
eNm Standardized Errors 
ZJ -0.0378 5.7123 
Zz 0.0357 5.0407 
Z3 0.2810 20.5086 
z4 -0.0630 22.6473 
Zs 0.3480 23.3403 
The largest standardized error 23.3403 at measurement no. 5, Z5 








AFTER DETECTION & REMOVAL OF BAD DATA 
Nwnber of measurement, Nm = 4 
No of iterations= 3 
Table 4.11 Estimated State Variables After Detection & Removal of Bad Data 
A 
Iteration eNm XNs 
count, k A A A A 
eJ e2 e3 e, xi x2 X3 
0 
-0.0800 0.0200 0.4383 0.5980 -0.1495 0.9167 1.0235 
1 0.0033 -0.0035 -0.0487 0.0390 -0.1600 0.9222 1.0174 
2 
-0.0022 0.0026 -0.0027 0.0002 -0.1600 0.9223 1.0174 
A 
f = 0.1360 < 6.6400 
No bad data is detected 
A 
:. x 1 = 152, = -0.1600 rad 
A 
x2 = IV2I = 0.9223 p.u. 
A 
X3 = IV1I = 1.0174p.u. 
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4.2 Test and Analysis on 3-bus Power System Network 
Figure 4.3 3-bus Power System Network drawn in PET Software 
Referring to the Figure 4.2 above, a 3-bus system is installed with three 
voltmeters and four wattmeters in order to measure the seven quantities (Refer Table 
4.13). In performing the State Estimation for this 3-bus system, these input data in the 
table below (Refer Table 4.12) are used in order to obtain the estimated state 
variables. 
Table 4.12 Line Data for 3-Bus System (in p.u.) 
Line No. Between Buses Line Impedances 
1 1-2 0 + j0.25 
2 1-3 0 + j0.08 
3 2-3 0 + j0.05 
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Table 4.13 














flow from bus I to 
bus 3 
Line P23, 
flow from bus 2 to 
bus 3 
Measured Quantities on the Physical System Before Bad Data is 
Eliminated (in p.u.) 
No. of Variances, Metering measurement, Measured 
Equipment Symbols Quantities 2 
ZNm (5Nm 
voltmeter IV~ I zi 1.01 (0.02) 2 
voltmeter IV2I z2 1.02 (0.02) 2 
voltmeter I VJI ZJ 0.98 (0.02) 2 
wattmeter ~ z4 0.48 (0.05) 2 
wattmeter P, Zs 0.33 (0.05) 2 
wattmeter ~3 z6 0.41 (0.05) 2 
wattmeter p23 z7 0.38 (0.05) 2 
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4.2.1 Results for Mathematical Approach 
BEFORE DETECTION OF BAD DATA 
Number of measurement, Nm = 7 
No of iteration = 1 
Table 4.14 Estimated State Variables Before Detection of Bad Data 
A Flat-start Estimated State 
XNs Values Variables 
A 0 -0.01014rad x, =!52 
A 
0 - 0.03074 rad X = 03 2 ' 
A 
x 3 = IV1I 1.0 1.01 p.u. 
A 
x, = IV2I 1.0 1.02 p.u. 
A 
Xs = IVJI 1.0 0.98 p.u. 
DETECTION OF BAD DATA 
A 
Weighted Sum of Squares, f = 0.959618 < 9.21 
x',,ooJ = 9.21 
As a result, the estimated state variables are accepted with 99% confidence. Hence, it 
is shown that for this 3-bus system, there is no presence of bad data in the 
measurements. 
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4.2.2 MATLAB Approach 
BEFORE DETECTION OF BAD DATA 
Number of measurement, Nm = 7 
No of iterations = 1 
Table 4.15 State Variables Before Detection of Bad Data 
A 
Iteration eNm 
count, k A A A A 
ei el eJ e4 
0 -0.0800 0.0200 0.4383 0.5980 
A 
XI = (h_ = -0.01229 rad 
A 
x 2 = cl3, = -0.03182 rad 
xJ = IV1I. = 1.03435 p.u. 
X4 = I V2l = 0.97804 p.u. 
A 
Xs = IVJI = 0.99589 p.u. 
DETECTION OF BAD DATA 
A 
f = 0.01109947 < 9.21 
State estimation calculation can be processed 
No bad data is detected 
A 
:. xi = cl2, = -0.01229 rad 
A 
x 2 = c53, = -0.03182 rad 
A 
x3 = IV1i. = 1.03435 p.u. 
A 
X 4 = I V2l = 0.97804 p.u. 
A 




es XI Xl 
0.3050 -0.1495 0.9727 
XJ 
0.9961 
4.3 Test and Analysis on 24-bus Power System Network 
A 24-bus system is installed with 117 measurements in the system network 
including the bus voltages, real and reactive power injection as well as real and 
reactive power flow. In performing the State Estimation for this 24-bus system, these 
input data in the table below are used in order to obtain the estimated state variables. 
Two case studies are done on this bus system; without bad data and with bad data. 
4.3.1 Case 1: State Estimation with No Bad Data 
BEFORE DETECTION OF BAD DATA 
Number of measurement, Nm = 117 
No of iterations= 3 
A 
f = 5.536630 < 100.4251 
State estimation calculation can be proceed. 
Table 4.16 State Variables After Detection of Bad Data 
Bus V(pu) tJ(rad) Bus V(pu) tJ(rad) 
1 1.03500 0.00 13 0.96711 -0.23688 
2 1.03500 -0.03138 14 0.98000 -0.20616 
3 0.95897 -0.20329 15 1.01405 0.00073 
4 0.96782 -0.20563 16 1.01702 -0.02002 
5 0.98349 -0.16617 17 1.03874 0.06429 
6 0.96431 -0.29579 18 1.05001 0.08598 
7 1.02500 -0.31405 19 1.02225 -0.04609 
8 0.97178 -0.36699 20 1.03909 -0.03959 
9 0.96699 -0.27987 21 1.04993 0.10317 
10 0.98300 -0.29097 22 1.05000 0.20147 
11 0.97085 -0.23979 23 1.04994 -0.02238 
12 0.97106 -0.21514 24 0.97900 -0.06785 
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AFTER DETECTION OF BAD DATA 
Table 4.17 Comparison of Estimated & Measured Bus Voltages 
Bus Number Estimated Values Measurements 
V1 1.03S 1.03S 
V2 1.03S 1.03S 
VS 0.98349 0.983S 
V7 1.02S 1.02S 
V9 0.96699 0.967 
VlO 0.983 0.983 
V12 0.97106 0.971 
V14 0.98 0.98 
VIS 1.0140S 1.014 
Vl6 1.01702 1.017 
Vl8 l.OS001 LOS 
Vl9 1.0222S 1.0222 
V21 1.04993 LOS 
V22 LOS LOS 
V23 1.04994 LOS 
V24 0.979 0.979 
Table 4.18 Comparison of Estimated & Measured Real Power Injection 
Bus Number Estimated Values Measurements 
PI S.40719 S.S687 
P2 O.S2678 0.6S3 
P3 -1.94184 -1.98 
P4 -0.74463 -0.814 
PS -0.67346 -0.781 
P6 -1.4S218 -1.496 
P7 1.02SS9 1.02S 
P8 -1.87931 -1.881 
PIS -1.9SI99 -1.337 
Pl6 -0.3SOI 0.4S 
Pl8 0.33492 0.337 
P20 -1.38S7S -1.408 
P22 2.99996 3 
P23 6.S8729 6.6 
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Table 4.19 Comparison of Estimated & Measured Reactive Power Injection 
Bus Number Estimated Values Measurements 
Q2 0.67091 0.65952 
Q3 -0.4809 -0.407 
Q4 -0.19694 -0.165 
Q5 -0.1921 -0.154 
Q6 -0.33768 -0.308 
Q7 0.63678 0.63363 
Q8 -0.38267 -0.385 
Q16 0.2179 0.12207 
Q20 -0.10308 -0.286 
Q21 1.03541 1.0609 
Q23 2.28701 2.438 
Table 4.20 Comparison of Estimated & Measured Real Power Flow 
Line Number Estimated Values Measurements Line Number Estimated Values Measurements 
P1-2 2.34315 2.343 P8-9 -0.45212 -0.453 
P1-3 1.0031 1.0481 PS-10 -0.42382 -0.425 
P1-5 2.06095 2.1772 P10-11 -0.58595 -0.585 
P2-4 1.44675 1.5229 P23-13 2.61913 2.6174 
P2-6 1.40946 1.4599 P14-16 -3.13647 -3.139 
P9-3 -0.5374 -0.5431 P15-16 1.19689 1.2117 
P24-3 1.54215 1.5503 P15-21 -4.53076 -2.0584 
P9-4 -0.62334 -0.6233 P15-21 -4.53076 -2.0584 
P10-6 0.13803 0.1381 P24-15 -1.36746 -1.5503 
P7-8 1.02559 1.025 P16-17 -3.47034 -3.0854 
Pll-9 0.46291 0.4679 P16-19 1.12616 1.5535 
P12-9 0.747 0.7563 P17-18 -1.71524 -1.7181 
P12-10 0.87145 0.8759 P17-22 -1.39527 -1.3953 
P13-11 0.04678 0.0553 P21-18 1.38872 0.6948 
P14-11 0.78166 1.005 P21-18 1.38872 0.6948 
P13-12 -0.42801 -0.431 P20-19 0.45512 0.2234 
P23-12 2.12208 2.122 P20-19 0.45512 0.2234 
P21-22 -1.56017 -1.56 P20-23 -1.84087 -0.9274 
P5-10 1.29961 1.298 P20-23 -1.84087 -0.9274 
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Table 4.21 Comparison of Estimated & Measured Reactive Power Flow 
Line Number Estimated Values Measurements Line Number Estimated Values Measurement8 
Q1-2 -0.64699 -0.647 Q8-9 0.14562 0.1443 
Q1-3 0.1794 0.165 Q8-10 0.03922 0.0354 
Q1-5 0.25289 0.2434 Q10-11 0.17572 0.08 
Q2-4 0.27554 0.2679 Q23-13 0.83821 0.8611 
Q2-6 0.169 0.1648 Q14-16 
-0.09662 -0.0956 
Q9-3 0.21204 0.1968 Q15-16 -0.33216 -0.3355 
Q24-3 0.29904 0.4461 Q15-21 -0.72756 -0.4402 
Q9-4 0.16505 0.167 Q15-21 -0.72756 -0.4402 
Q10-6 -0.91596 -0.9186 Q24-15 
-0.49186 -0.4461 
Q7-8 0.63678 0.6336 Q16-17 -0.33441 -0.3961 
Qll-9 0.0425 0.313 Q16-19 -0.38662 -0.4247 
Q12-9 0.05218 0.3886 Q17-18 -0.59656 -0.6225 
Q12-10 -0.13094 0.0249 Q17-22 0.04578 0.0422 
Q13-11 -0.12789 -0.057 Q21-18 -0.19455 -0.1092 
Q14-11 0.0843 0.1904 Q21-18 -0.19455 -0.1092 
Q13-12 -0.06834 -0.101 Q20-19 0.78129 0.3382 
Q23-12 0.66855 0.6712 Q20-19 0.78129 0.3382 
Q21-22 0.19901 0.2 Q20-23 -0.81483 -0.4812 
Q5-10 -0.25647 -0.2663 Q20-23 -0.81483 -0.4812 
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4.3.2 Case 2: State Estimation with Bad Data 
BEFORE DETECTION & REMOVAL OF BAD DATA 
Number of measurement, Nm = 117 
No. of iterations= 4 
Table 4.22 Estimated State Variables Before Detection & Removal of Bad Data 
Bus Number V(p.u.) J(rad) 
1 1.03500 0.00 
2 1.03500 -0.03138 
3 0.95897 -0.20329 
4 0.96782 -0.20563 
5 0.98349 -0.16617 
6 0.96431 -0.29579 
7 1.02500 -0.31405 
8 0.97178 -0.36699 
9 0.96699 -0.27987 
10 0.98300 -0.29097 
11 0.97085 -0.23979 
12 0.97106 -0.21514 
13 0.96711 -0.23688 
14 0.98000 -0.20616 
15 1.01405 0.00073 
16 1.01702 -0.02002 
17 1.03874 0.06429 
18 1.05001 0.08598 
19 1.02225 -0.04609 
20 1.03909 -0.03959 
21 1.04993 0.10317 
22 1.05000 0.20147 
23 1.04994 -0.02238 
24 0.97900 -0.06785 
DETECTION & REMOVAL OF BAD DATA 
A 
f = 160.2185 > 100.4251 
State estimation calculation cannot be processed 
The largest standardized error 11.68246 at measurement no. 19, Z19 = P3 (Bad data) 
:. Z19 is removed from the measurement 
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AFTER DETECTION & REMOVAL OF BAD DATA 
Number of measurement, Nm = 116 
No of iterations= 3 
' f = 5.538042 < 99.2274 
Bad data at P3 is eliminated; 
:. No bad data is detected 
Table 4.23 Estimated State Variables After Detection & Removal of Bad Data 
Bus Number V(p.u.) J(rad) 
1 1.03500 0.00 
2 1.03500 -0.03138 
3 0.95887 -0.20329 
4 0.96783 -0.20563 
5 0.98349 -0.16617 
6 0.96432 -0.29579 
7 1.02500 -0.31405 
8 0.97178 -0.36699 
9 0.96699 -0.27987 
10 0.98300 -0.29097 
11 0.97085 -0.23979 
12 0.97106 -0.21514 
13 0.96711 -0.23688 
14 0.98000 -0.20597 
15 1.01405 0.00091 
16 1.01702 -0.01984 
17 1.03874 0.06429 
18 1.05001 0.08598 
19 1.02225 -0.04609 
20 1.03909 -0.03959 
21 1.04993 0.10317 
22 1.05000 0.20147 
23 1.04994 -0.02238 
24 0.97900 -0.06785 
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4.4 Overall Analysis on 2-bus, 3-bus and 24-bus Power System Network 
A mathematical approach is used for smaller bus system network in proving the 
reliability of the simulation on the State Estimation of Power System and in achieving 
consistent final results by using the developed MA TLAB program. Whereas, the 
results of Load Flow Analysis from PSAT Software is used to be compared with the 
final results of a larger scale bus system network using MA TLAB software. In 
verifying the adequacy of the software, it is tested with available measurements 
which are 2-bus, 3-bus and 24-bus system. Finally, the success of the bus system 
networks simulation is verified using the software. 
In calculation, the state variables are estimated, while the measurements are 
calculated for the purpose of comparing the state variables with the MATLAB 
results. For these 2-bus, 3-bus and 24-bus system, a 99% confidence interval which 
has the probability of (1 - 0.01) or known as a specified probability, a= 0.01 is used. 
In the analysis on the 2-bus system, it is observed that there is only one bad data 
presence after detection of bad data which is at the fifth measurement, z5• Whereas, 
there is no bad data present when testing the 3-bus system. As for the 24-bus system, 
there are two cases where the first one shows the measurements without the presence 
of bad data. While, the other case shows the measurements with the presence of bad 
data which occurs at measurement number 19, P3• 
The differences between estimated state variables and state estimation achieved 
from the calculated and PSAT values are observed to be consistent even though the 
software is simulated more than once. In addition, the final results tallied with the 
measurements, where measured voltage buses are quite similar to its state variables. 
In addition, the measurements of real and reactive power injections are also quite 
similar with its calculated values using the real and reactive power equation. 
Moreover, the magnitude voltages can be used in determining the real and reactive 
power flow using the Power Flow Equation. The comparison of estimated values and 
measurements can be referred in the appendices. 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Ibis project, State Estimation of Power System is significant enough to be 
developed by next FYP students. The initial idea might be simple, but it surely can be 
elaborated more and expanded from time to time. The basic concept of State 
Estimation of Power Systems and the differences between State Estimation and 
Power Flow Analysis should be totally understandable and clarified so that the work 
progress is constantly on the right track. 
Then, the MATLAB program is developed to test the State Estimation 
calculation in the Power System Network. Besides, the software is able to identity 
and remove the bad data and also in producing the estimated state variables, which 
are magnitude, I VI, and phase angles, o, of bus voltages consistently. 
To conclude, the steps involved in estimating the state variables using WLS 
method as well as detection and removal of bad data are well understood. Lastly, the 
presence of bad data in the measurements affects the reliability of the state estimation 
values. 
For recommendation, further studies on implementing the State Estimation on a 
larger scale network should be done, for example, 4 and 14-bus system. Then, the 
observability has to be maintained and lastly, studies on the factor of weighting 
matrix can be conducted. 
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nbus=input('Piease enter the number of buses ... '); 
nlines=input('Piease enter the number of lines ... '); 
nshunts=input('Please enter the number of shunts .. .'); 
tolerance:=input(Tlease enter the tolerance ... '); 
disp('Please enter the level of confidence for'); 
confidence=input('the purpose of bad data detection .. '); 
dispCPlease select the followings:'); 
disp('l-Jnput data'); 
disp('2-Run program'); 
choice=input(tro continue the programming ........ '); 
ifchoice=l 
nbus=input('Piease enter the number of buses .. .'); 
nlines=input('Please enter the number oflines ... '); 
nshunts=input('Please enter the number of shunts .. '); 
tolerance=input('Please enter the tolerance ... '); 
disp('Please enter the level of confidence for'); 
confidence=input('the purpose of bad data detection ... '); 













function x=dataentry( choice,nbus,nlines,nshunts,tolerance,confidence ); 
% nbus=input('Please enter the number ofbuses .. .'); 
% nlines=input('Please enter the number oflines ... '); 
% nshunts=input('Please enter the number of shunts ... '); 











select=input('enter the data to be modified .. '); 
if select= I 
%Entering bus data 
disp('The following code is employed for the status of the buses.'); 
disp('O-Slack Bus'); 
disp('l-Buses ofPV or PQ type'); 




%weight variable for voltage magnitudes and power injections 
%:funda ofwts: if the value is somewhat near desired then wts are low, else 
%if values drop very low then wts have to be very high. no measure implies 





for i= l :nbus 
bus_ number=[bus _number i]; 
disp('This is the data for bus'); 
disp(i); 
bus _status(i)=input('Bus status:'); 
disp('Piease enter the starting conditions:1; 
v _ bus(i)=input('Initial voltage:'); 
ang_bus(i)=input('Initial angle:'); 
disp('Please enter the measured values:'): 
v _ meas(i)=input('Please enter the measured value of voltage:'); 
v _ wts(i)=input('Enter the weight for this voltage measure:'); 
p _ meas(i)=input('Please enter the measured value of real power injection:); 
p _ wts(i)=input('Enter the weight for this real power injection measure:'); 
q_ meas(i)=input('Please enter the measured value of reactive power injection:1; 
q_ wts(i)=input('Enter the weight for this reactive power injection measure:'); 
end 
a=[bus_status' v_bus' ang_bus' v_meas' p_meas' q_meas1; 
a=a'; 
fid=fopen('busdata. txt'. 'w'); 
JVrintf( fid, 'o/o6.2f o/o6. 4f %6.2f o/o6. 4f %6.4 f %6.4' t\n' ,a); 
fclose(fid); 
%writing weights data into file 







%Entering line data 












%weights for line flows .. same fundas apply 
pij_ wts=[]; 
qij_ wts=[]; 
pji _ wts=[]; 
qji _ wts=[]; 
for i"" I :nlines 
fprintf(This is data for line %d',i); 
start_bus(i)=input('Enter the starting bus:'); 
end_bus(i)=input('Enter the ending bus:'); 
resistance(i)=input('Enter the resistance ofthe line:'); 
reactance(i)=input('Enter the reactance of the line:'); 
shunt_admit(i)="input('Enter the shunt admittance of the line:'); 
tap(i)=input('Enter the tap of the line (only magnitude):'); 
fprintf(Vne flow from bus %d to bus %d',start_bus(i),end_bus(i)); 
pij_flow(i)=input('Enter the real power flow on the line:'); 
pij_wts(i)=input('Enter the weights for this measure:'); 
qij_flow(i)=input('Enter the reactive power flow on the line:'); 
qij_wts(i)=input('Enter the weights for this measure:'); 
fprintf('Line flow from bus %d to bus %d',end_bus(i),start_bus(i)); 
pji_flow(i)=input('Enter the real power flow (reverse)on the line:'); 
pji_wts(i)=input('Enter the weights for this measure:'); 
qji_ flow(i)=input('Enterthe reactive power flow (reverse) on the line:'); 
qji_wts(i)=input('Enter the weights for this measure:'); 
end 
b=[start_bus' end_bus' resistance' reactance' shunt_ admit' tap' pij_flow' qij_flow' pji_flow' qji_flow']; 
%b=[ start_ bus' end_ bus' resistance' reactance' sh1mt_ admit' tap' pij_ flow' qij_ flow']; 
b=b'; 
fid,.,fopen('linedata. txt', 'w'); 
fprintf(fid,'%6.2f%6.2f%6.4f%6.4f%6.4f%6.2f%6.4f%6.4f%6.4f%6.4f\n',b); 
%fprintf( tid,'% 6. 2 f %6. 2f %6 .4 f %6.4 f %6 .4f %6.2 f%6. 4 f %6.4 f\n' ,b); 
fclose(fid); 
linewts=[pij_wts' qij_wts' pji_wts' qji_wts']; 
%1inewts={pij_wts' qij_wts']; 
linewts""linewts'; 
fid={open('lineweightsdata. txt', 'w'); 
fprintf( fid,'%6. Sf %6.5 f%6. S f%6. Sf ,linewts); 








bus_shunt(i)=input{'Enter the bus number of the shunt:'); 









%Entering bus data 
disp('The following code is employed for the status of the buses.'}; 
disp('O·Slack Bus'}; 
disp('l·Buses ofPV or PQ type'); 




%weight variable for voltage magnitudes and power injections 
%fonda ofwts: if the value is somewhat near desired then wts are low, else 
%if values drop very low then wts have to be very high. no measure implies 





for i=l :nbus 
bus_ numbeP[bus_ number i]; 
disp('This is the data for bus'); 
disp(i); 
bus status(i)=input('Bus status;'); 
disi('Piease enter the starting conditions:'); 
v_bus(i)=input(1nitial voltage:'); 
ang_ bus(i)=input('lnitial angle:'); 
disp('Please enter the measured values:'); 
v_meas(i)9nput('Please enter the measured value of voltage:'); 
v _ wts(i)""input('Enter the weight for this voltage measure:'); 
p_meas(i)=input('Piease enter the measured value of real power injection:'); 
p_wts(i)=input('Enter the weight for this real power injection measure:'); 
a meas(i)=inouU'Piease enter the measured value of reactive nower iniection:'): 
a wts(i)=inout('Enter the weight for this reactive oower injection measure:'): 
end 
a=[bus _status' v _bus' ang_ bus' v _ meas' p _ meas' q_ meas']; 
a==a'; 
fi d""fopen('busdata txt', 'w'); 
fprintf( fid,'%6.2f %6.4 f %6.2f%6.4 f %6 .4 f %6.4' t\n' ,a); 
fclose(fid); 
%writing weights data into file 





%Entering line data 

















for i= I :nlines 
fprintf(This is data for line %d' ,i)~ 
start_bus(i)=input('Enter the starting bus:'); 
end_bus(i}=input('Enter the ending bus:'); 
resistance(i)=input('Enter the resistance ofthe line:'); 
reactance(i)=input('Enter the reactance of the line:'); 
shunt_admit(i)=input('Enter the shunt admittance of the line:'); 
tap(i)=input('Enter the tap of the line (only magnitude):1; 
fprintf('Line flow from bus o/od to bus %d',start_bus(i),end_bus(i)); 
pij_flow(i)=input('Enterthe real power flow on the line:'); 
pij_ wts(i)""input('Enter the weights for this measure:'); 
qij_flow(i)=input('Enter the reactive power flow on the line:'); 
qij_wts(i)=input('Enter the weights for this measure:'); 
fprintf('Line flow from bus %d to bus %d',end_bus(i),start_bus{i)); 
pji_flow(i)=input('Enter the real power flow (reverse)on the line:'); 
pji_wts(i)=input('Enter the weights for this measure:'); 
Clii flow(i)=input('Enter the reactive power flow (reverse) on the line:'): 
Clii wts(i)=inout('Enter the weilrltts for this measure:'); 
end 
b=[start_bus' end_bus' resistance' reactance' shWlt_admit' tap' pij_flow' qij_flow' pji_flow' qji_flow']; 
o/ob=[ start_bus' end_ bus' resistance' reactance' shunt_ admit' tap' pij_ flow' qij_ flow']; 
b=b'; 
fid=fopen('linedata. txt', 'w'); 
fprintf{ fid,'%6. 2f %6 .2f% 6. 4 f%6.4 f %6.4 f %6 .2f %6. 4f %6. 4 f%6. 4 f %6.4 f\n', b); 
o/ofprintf( fid, '% 6. 2f%6.2f %6 .4 f% 6.4 f %6 .4f %6. 2f%6 .4 f %6.4 tin', b); 
fclose(fid); 
linewts=[pij_wts' qij_wts' pji_wts' qji_wts'}; 
o/olinewts=[pij_wts' qij_wts']; 
linewts=linewts'; 
fi d=fopen('lineweightsdata. txt', 'w'); 
fprintf{fid,'%6.4f%6.4f%6.4f%6.4f,linewts); 
%fprintf( fid, '% 6. 4 f%6.4 r ,linewts ); 
fclose(fid); 




bus shunt(i)=inout('Enter the bus number of the shunt:'): 








%x=[nbus nlines nshunts tolerance confidence]; 
PROGRAM ENGINE 





% confidenw=:O.Ol; %tak yah bubuh kalau original command 
%reading data related to buses 
fid=fopen('busdata. txt', 'r'); 
a=textread('busdata. txt'); 
fclose(fid); 








%reading data pertaining to admittances bus to ground 
fid=fopen('bustogrounddata. txt', 'r'); 
d=textread('bustogrounddata.txt'); 
fclose(fid); 
%reading data pertaining to weights 




























v _ wtsl~buswts(:,l ); 
p _ wtsl~buswts(:,2); 
q_ wtsl~buswts(:,3); 




v wts9' wtsl ·~ 
p=wts=p:wtsl'; 
q_wts=q_wtsl'; 
pij_ wts=pij_ wtsl '; 
qij_wts=qij_wtsl'; 










zimag=b( :,4 ); 









B Jine:"imag(line _charging); 
% mags=abs(line _charging); 
iflength(c)-=Q 
shun_ bus=c(:, 1 ); 
shun_res=c(:,2); 
sbun_reac=c(:,3); 
for i=l :size( c) 








Yadd(i)=( 11( add res(i)+add reac(i)*sart( ~I))); 
end 
end 
o/oenect ofline impedances and shunt admittances 
for i=I:Iength(x) 
tap_ effec~x(i),x(i))=( 1/(zreal(i)+zimag(i)'sqrt( -I)))/( tap(i)A2); 
tap_ effect( x( i),y( i) )=( -11( zreal(i )+zimag( i)' sqrt( -I)) Y( conj( tap( i)) ); 
tap_ effect(y( i),x( i) )=(-I/( zreal( i )+zimag( i)' sqrt( -I)) Y( tap( i) ); 
tap_ effec~y( i),y( i) )=( I/( zreal(i)+zimag( i )' sqrt(- t )) ); 
Y bus( x(i ),x( i) )=Y bus(x( i),x( i) )+tap_ effect( x( i),x( i) )+0. 5'1ine _charging( x( i),y(i) ); 
Ybus(y( i ),y( i) )=Ybus(y( i),y( i) )+tap_ effect(y( i),y( i) )+0. 5'tine _charging( x( i),y(i) ); 




%inclusion ofY to ground admittances 
if size( d)~=O 
for i=l:length(add_bus) 
Ybus( add_ bus( i),add _bus( i) )= Ybus( add_ bus( i),add _bus( i) )+ Y add( i); 
end 
end 
%inclusion of shunts 
ifsize(c)-=0 
for i=l :length( shun bus) 
Ybus( shun_ bus( i), shun_ bus( i) )=Yb us( shun_ b us(i ),shun_ b us(i) )+ Y shun(i ); 
end 
end 
format long e,Ybus; 
theta I =angle(Ybus); 
theta::=t:heta1*180/pi; 
mag=abs(Ybus); 
%separation into G and B 
G"'real(Ybus); 
B=:oimag(Ybus); 
%computation of measurement mismatch 
%the measurement mismatch vector is of the form [V Pi Qi Pij Qij Pji Qii]' where each 
%term represents a sub vector 
%state mismatch vector 
%state mismatch vector is ofthe form [theta V] where term represents a 










% ang_bus=ang_ busr* 180/pi; 
%%%%%%%%%%%big looping starting count%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for i=l :Jength(v_meas) 
ifabs({v meas{L:)~act v(i.:))/act v{i_:))==l 
v meas(i.:):=v meas(i,:): 
end 
ifabs{{v meas{L)~act v(i.:))fact v(i.:))<O.S 
v meas{i.:)=v meas(i.:): 
end 
ifabs{(v meas(i.:)~act v(i.:))fact v(i.:))>0.5 & abs((v meas(i.:)~act v(i.:))fact v(i.:))-=1 
v meas( i,: )=20: 
end 
end 
for i=l :length(p_meas) 
ifp_inj(i,:)-=0 
ifabs((o meas(i.:)-o ini(i.:))!o ini(i.:))==l 
D meas(i.:):=o meas{L): 
end 
ifabs{{o meas(L:)-o ini(i.:))/o ini{i.:))<0.5 
o meas!i.:)=o meas(i.:): 
end 





ifabs( o me as( i.: ))=0 








for i=l :length(q_meas) 
ifq_inj(i,:)-=0 
ifabs((a meas(i.:)-<1 ini(i.:))/a ini(i.:))==l 
a meas(i.:Fa meas(i.:): 
end 
ifabs((a meas(i.:)~a ini(i.:))!a ini(i.:))<0.5 
a meas(i.:)=a meas(i.:): 
end 
if abs( ( q_ meas( i,: )-q_inj( i,: ))/ q_ inj( i,:) )>0. 5 & abs( ( q_ me as( i,: )-q_inj( i,:) )lq_inj( i,:) )-~I 





q_ meas(i,: )=q_meas( i,: ); 
end 
if abs( q_ meas(i,:))>0.5 






ifabs((oii flow(i.:)-oii act(i.:))foii act(i.:))=l 
oii flow(i.:)=oii flow(i.:): 
end 
ifabs((oii flowli.:)-oii act(i.:))!oii act(i_:))<0.5 
oii :flow{L:)=oii flow(L): 
end 





if abs(pij_ flow(i,: ))~~ 
pij_ tl ow( i,: )91ij_ flow( i,: ); 
end 







if abs( ( qij_ flow( i,: )-qij_ act( i,:) )/qij_ac( i,:) F I 
qij_ flow( i,: )=qij_ flow( i,: ); 
end 
if abs( ( qij_ tlow(i,: ~q ij_ act( i,:) )/qij_ ac( i,:) )<0. 5 
qij_ flow(i,: )~ij_ tlow(i,:); 
end 













for i= I :length(pji_ flow) 
ifpji_act(i,:)-=0 
if abs( (pji_ flow(i,: )~pji _act( i,:) )/pji _act( i,:) )==I 
oii flow(i.:)=oii flow(i.:): 
end 
ifabs((oii flow(i,:)~oii act(i.:))loii act(i.:))<O.S 
pii flow(i.:)-=oii flow(i.:): 
end 





if abs(pji_flow(i,: n~~ 
pji_ flow(i,:)=pji_ flow(i,: ); 
end 







if abs( ( qji_ flow( i,: )-qji _act( i,:) )lqji _ ac« i,:) F I 
qji_ flow(i,:)=qji_ flow(i,: ); 
end 
if abs( ( qji _ fl ow(i,: )-qji _ act(i,:) )/qji _ ac( i,:) )<0. 5 
qji_ flow(i,: )=qji_ flow(i,:); 
end 
if abs( ( qji_ flow(i,: )-qji _ act(i,:) )/qji _ ac~ i,:) )>0. 5 & abs( ( qji_ flow( i,: )-qj i _act( i,:) )/qj i_ act( i,:) )-~I 





if abs( qji_ flow(i,: ))==0 
qji_ flow(i,:)=qji_ flow(i,: ); 
end 







while flag>O & cowtt< l 00 
v _ calc==v _bus; 
ang_busr; 
ang_ bus=ang_ busr* 180/pi; 




for i= 1 :nbus 
p _calc! (gogo,:)~; 
f_termp(gogo,: )::=v _ bus(i,: )*v _ bus(i,: )*G(i,i); 
q_ calc !(gogo,: )~O; 
f_termq(gogo,: )91 _ bus(i,: )*v _ bus(i,: )*B(i,i); 
for j=l :nbus 
ifj~=i 
o calcl(gogo.:)=o calc1(2olw.:)+v bus(i)*v bus(i)*mag(ij)*cosd(theta(i.i)+ang bus(i)-ang bus(i)): 
a calcl(gogo.:)=CJ calc1(go2o.:)+v bus(i)*v bus(i)*mag(i,i)*sind(theta(i.i)+ang bus(i)-ang bus{i)): 
end 
end 
p ~ calc3(gogo,: )=f _ termp( gogo,:)+ p ~calc 1 (gogo,:); 
q~ calc3( gogo,:)""-( f _ termq(go go,: )+q_ calc 1 (gogo,:)); 
gogo=gogo+ 1: 
end 





p calc4(i.:)= p calc3(i.:): 
end 
end 
p _ calc=p _ calc4 '; 
joy=p ~calc; 
for i= I :length( q_ calc3) 
if abs( q_ calc3(i,:))<~ 0.0000 I 

















pij_ calc 1 ( i)=-( v _bus( q) *v _bus( q)*G( q,r) )+ v _bus( q)*v _bus( r )*mag( q,r )*cosd( theta( q,r )+ang_ bus( r )·ang_ bus( q) ); 
ifabs(oii calcHiH<= 0.00001 
oii calc(i)=O: 
end 
ifabs(oii calc Hi))> 0.00001 
oii calc(i)= oii calc Hi): 
end 












%j to i real and reactive flows calculation 
pji_calc=[]; 
qji_calc=[]; 
fori= 1 :length(x) 
q=start_bus(i); 
Fend_bus(i); 
pji_ calc I( iF·(v _ bus(r)*v _ bus(r))*G( q,r)+v _bus( q)*v _ bus(r)*mag( q,r)*cosd(theta( q,r)+ang_ bus( q)-ang_ bus(r)); 
if abs(pji_calcl(i))<= 0.00001 
pji _calc(i )=0; 
end 
ifabs(pji_calcl(i))> 0.00001 
pji_ calc(i )= pji_ calcl (i); 
end 
qj i_ calc I ( i)=-( v _bus( r )*v _bus( r )'( 0. 5 'B line( q,r)-B( q,r) )+v _bus( q)*v _bus( r) *mag( q,r )'sind(theta( q,r)+ang__ bus( q)-ang_ bus( r))); 
ifabs(aii calcl(i))<= 0.00001 
oii calc(i)=O: 
end 
ifabs(aii calcl(i))> 0.00001 







%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%END OF POWER AND POWER FLOW 
CALCULATION%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 




for i= I :nbus; 
ifv_meas(i,:)=O 
mmv( ov,: )=v _ meas(i,:); 
end 
ifv_meas(i,:)-=0 



























mmq(: ,oq)•kju( :,i)-q__ calc(:,i)+ I 00; 
end 
























for i=l :nlines; 
if pij_ flow(i,:)-:;;Q 


























for i=: l :nlines; 
if pji_ flow(i,:)-=0 
mmpji(:,opji)~kupji(:,i)-pji_calc( :,i)+ I 00; 
end 
if pj i _ flow(i,: )==0 









for i= I :nlines; 
ifqji_flow(i,:)="'() 








%FINAL MISMATCH VECTOR 
mm=(mmv' mmp mmq mmpij mmpji mmqij mmqji]'; 







































































for i=l :length(mmpij); 
ifmmpij(:,i)-=0 











if pty( :,i)-" 100 

















































%**** **************mmqjif** ***** ****** *** *** 
psyr=[]; 
srF-1; 









for i=l :length(psyr) 
ifosvr( :.i)= 100 
mmaiifLro7)=0: 
end 
if osvr(: .i)-= I 00 





mmf=[ mmvf mmpf mmqf mmpijf mmpjif mmqijf mmqjif}'; 
o/ommf=[ mmvf mmpf mmqf mmpijf mmqijf]' 
nmeas=lenscth(mmf): 
%%%PROGRAMMING FOR WRITE lHE AV AILABE MEASUREMENTS IN OUTPUT FILE%%%%%%%%%% 
vote:::[]; 
rope= I; 
for i= I :length(v _ meas) 
ifv_meas(i,:)~=O 








if p_ meas(i,: }-:0 
votel(rope1 ,:)=(i); 





























if qiL flow(i,:)-=0 































vote 7=[ vote' ,vote 1', vote2', vote3 ', vote4', voteS', vote6']'; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%THE END OF WRITING 1HE OUTPUT FILE FOR 
MEASUREMENT%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%tOrmationoftheJacobian%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
matrixstate=zeros( 4 *nl ines+ 3*nbus,2*nbus~l ); 
state=( matrixstate( l ,: ) )'; 
nstate=Jength(state); 
H v=zeros(nbus,2 *nb us~ 1 ); 
Hp=zeros(nbus,2*nbus-l ); 
Hq=zeros(nbus,2*nbus~ I); 
Hpij=zeros( nlines,2 *nb us~ 1 ); 
Hqij=zeros(nlines,2*til us~ 1 ); 
Hpj i=zeros( nlines,2*nb us~ 1 ); 
Hqji=zeros( nlines,2*nb us~ 1 ); 
bus number-H 
fori=1:nbus 
bus number=fbus number il: 
end 
%formation ofHv submatrix corresoondin~ to voltage mismatches 
Hv=n: 
for i= 1 :nbus 




























Hod I( stream.: )=H 00 1( stream.: )+v bus( sa)*v bus(i)*mag(i_sa )*sind(theta(i.sa)+ang bus( sa )-ang bus(i)): 




H nv( ij)=2 *v bus( i)*G( ij)+H ovt( stream.:): 
stream= stream+ 1: 
end 
ifj-=i 
H pd( ij)=-v _bus( i )*v ~ bus(j)* mag( ij)*sind( theta( ij)+ang_ bus(j )-ang~ bus( i) ); 












H pd I (stream,: )=H pd 1 (stream,: )+v _bus( sa)*v _ bus(j }*mag(j,sa )*sind( theta(j,sa )+ ang_ bus( sa )-ang_ bus(j) ); 
H pv 1 (stream,: )=H pv 1 (stream,: )+v _bus( sa) *mag(j ,sa)*co sd( theta(j ,sa )+aug_ bus( sa )-ang_ bus(j) ); 
end 
end 
Hpd( i1 ,i I )=Hpd I( stream,:); 




H pd(il j)=-v _bus(il )'v _ bus(j)'mag(i I j)' sind( theta( il j)+ang_ busG)-ang_ bus(i I)); 

























for i= I :length(mmqf) 
if i==vote2(i,:) 




for sa= 1 :nbus 
if j--=sa 
Hadl( streama.: )=Hadl( streamo.: )+v bus( sa)*v bus(i)*maa:(i.sa)*cosd( theta(i.sa)+ang bus( sa )~ang bus(i) ): 
Hovl( streamQ.: )=Hav I ( streamo.:)+v bus(sa)*mag{ i.sa )*sind(thetali.sa)+ang bus( sa)-ang bus(i)): 
end 
end 
H qd( i,i )~H qd 1 ( streamq ,: ); 




Hod(ij)=-v bus(i)*v bus(i)*mag(i.i)*cosd(theta(i.i)+ang bus{i)-ang bus(i)): 







Hqd 1( streamq,: )~0; 




H qd l ( streamq,: )= Hqdl ( streamq,: )+v _bus( sa)*v _ bus(j)*mag(j ,sa )*cosd( theta(j,sa)+ang__ bus( sa )-ang_ busU) ); 
Hav 1( stream a,: FHav 1 ( streama,: )+v bus( sa)*mag( j_sa )*sind(theta(i,sa)+ang bus( sa)-ang bus(i)): 
end 
end 
H qd( i2,i2 j~Hqd 1 ( streamq,: ); 




Had(i2j)==-v bus(i2)*v bus(j)*mag(i2j)*cosd(theta(i2j)+ang bus(i)-ang bus(i2)): 












if sum( arel )=0 
Ho\"'11: 
end 









Subuh(i,: )=A(i,: ); 
end 





for i:::l :nlines 
al=x(i); 
b2=y(i); 
for j=l :nbus 
if Subuh(ij)-=0 & j=:::a2 
Hot( ij )= v _bus( a2 )'v _ bus(b2 )'mag( a2 ,b2 )'sind( theta( a2,b2 )+ang_ bus(b2)-ang_ bus( a2) ); 
Hit( ij )= -2 •v _bus( a2)'G( a2,b2 )+v _ bus(b2 )*mag( a2,b2 )'cosd( theta( a2,b2)+ang_ bus(b2)-ang_ bus( a2) ); 
end 
if Subuh(ij)~O & j--b2 
Ho4iJF -( v _bus( a2)'v _ bus(b2)' mag( a2,b2)' sind( theta( a2,b2)+aog_ bus(b2)-ang_ bus( a2)) ); 























for i"" l :nlines 
a4=x(i); 
b4=y(i): 
for j=l :nbus 
if Zoho«iJ)-=0 & j==b4 
H otr( ij )= v _bus( a4 )*v _ bus(b4 )*mag( a4 ,b4 )*sind( theta( a4, b4 )+anL bus( a4 )-ang_ bus(b4) ); 
H itr( i j)= -2 *v _ bus(b4 )*G ( a4,b4 )+v _bus( a4 )*mag( a4 ,b4 )*cosd( theta( a4 ,b4 )+ang_ bus( a4 )-ang_ bus(b4) ); 
end 
ifZoho«i,j)-=0 & j==a4 
Hotr{jj)= -(v bus(a4)*v bus{b4)*mae:{a4.b4)*sind{theta(a4.b4)+ane: bus(a4)-ane: bus(b4lH: 












% % ****************************create Haii***"* ***** **** ********* ***************** 













for j""' 1 :nbus 
if Asar(ij)-=0 & j==a6 
Hota(i.i)= v busla6)*v bus(b6)*mag(a6.b6)*cosd(theta(a6.b6)+ang bus(b6)-ang bus(a6)): 
HitQ(i.i)= -2 *v bus( a6)*(Biine( a6.b6)-B( a6.b6))-v bus(b6)*mag( a6.b6)*sind(theta( a6.b6)+ang bus(b6)-anl! bus(a6)): 
end 
if Asar(ij)~O & j==b6 
Hotq(i,j)= ~v _bus( a6)*v _bus(b6)'mag( a6,b6)'cosd(theta( a6,b6)+ang__bus(b6)-ang_ bus( a6))); 



























ifMaghrib(ij)-=0 & j==b8 
Hotqr( ij )= v _bus( a8 )*v _ bus(b8)*mag( a8,b8)*cosd( theta( a8,b 8)+ ang_ bus( a8)-ang_ b us(b8)); 
Hitar(i.i)= -2*v bus(b8)*(Biine(a8.b8)-B(a8.b8))-v bus(a8)*mada8.b8)*sind(theta(a8.b8)+ang bus(a8)-ang bus(b8)): 
end 
ifMaghrib(ij)~=O & j==a8 
H otq~ i,j)= -( v _bus( a8)'v _ bus(b8)' mag( a8,b8 )'cosd( theta( aS, b8 )+ang__ bus( a8)-ang_ bus( b8)) ); 












%birth of Jacobian 
pl=[Hv; Hp; Hq; Hpij; Hpji; Hqij; Hqji]; 
%pl=[Hv;Hp; Hq; Hpij; Hqij] 
Hl=abs(pl); 
phD=!; 
















fprintf(fld,\t\tRESULTS OF POWER STATE ESTIMATION FOR %d-B US SYSTEMS\n\n',nbus); 
fprintf{fid,'Nwnber ofbusses = %d.\n',nbus); 
fprintf(fid,'Nwnber oflines = %d.\n',nlines); 
fprintf{fid,'Nwnber of available measurements= %d.\n',nmeas); 











for i=l :length(vote2) 
ifvote2(i,:)~=O 










forintfT fid.' 0%d-%d\n'. vote4(i).vote4l(i)): 
end 
end 
for i=l :length( voteS) 
ifvote5(i.:)~=O 





furintfT fid.' O%d-%d\n'. vote6l(i).vote6(i)); 
end 
end 
fprintf( fid,'\n\nlnitial value. \n\n'); 
fprintf( fid, 'State variables\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'Bus number Voltage Angle(rad) Angle(deg)\n'); 
for i=I;nbus 






% fprintf(fid,'\nlteration number %d \n\n',count); 
% fprintf(fid,'State variables\n'); 
% fprintl{fid,'Bus number Voltage Angle(rad) Angle(deg)\n'); 
% for i"'l:nbus 




%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%END OF CREATED "OUTPUT" 
FaE%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 















































for i= I :nlines 
ifwtsqiju(i,:)-=0 







for i=l :nlines 
ifwtspjiu(i,:)-""0 







for i= 1 :nlines 
ifwtsqjiu(i,:)-=0 





wts""'[wtsv' wtsp' wtsq' wtspij' wtspji' wtsqij' wtsqji']'; 
W=zeros(length(wts) ); 
for i=l:length(wts) 







W _ size=size{W); 




%AT THIS LEVEL THE CALCULATION & DETERMINATION OF JACOBIAN AND WEIGHT IS COMPLETED 






























v _ bus=est(nbus:2 *nbus-1 ,: ); 
ang_busr=esta( l :nbus,: ); 
ang_ buss=ang_ busr; 
ang_ bus=ang_ busr* 180/pi; 
for i=I :length(ang_busr) 
angdiff( i,: )=abs( ang_ busr( i,: )-act_ ang(i,:) ); 
vdiff(i,: )~abs(v _ bus(i,: )-act_ v(i,:)); 
% 
if angdif!(i,: )>0.00 1 




ane: buss(L:)=am! buss(i.:): 
v bus(i.:)=v bus(i.:): % 
end 
end 
ane: hue= aM buss* 180/ui: 
ifcount==2 
fid=fopen('output.txt','a'); 
fprintf( fid,'\nlteration number %d. \n\n' ,count); 
fprintf(fid,'State variables\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'Bus number Voltage Angle(rad) Angle(deg)\n'); 
for i=I:nbus 





fprintf( fid,'\nlteration number %d. \n\n' ,count); 
furintff fid.'State variables\n'): 
forintf(:fid.'Bus number Voltaee Ane:le(rad) Angle(deg)\n'); 
for i= 1 :nbus 




if length(plz _giveta)=O 
flag"{); 
v _ bus=est(nbus:2 *nbus~ 1,: ); 
ang_ bust=esta( l:nbus,: ); 
for i=l:length(ang_busr) 
% 6. 5 f\n' ,bus_ number( i ), v _ bus(i} ,ang_ buss( i ),ang_ buc( i) ); 
angdiff(i,: )=abs( ang_ busr( i,: )Mact_ ang( i,:) ); 
vdiffl.i,:)""abs(v _ bus(i,: )~act_ v(i,: )); 
ifvdif!(i,:)>O.Ol 
% ane: busr(i.:)=act an!!(L)+O.Ol: 
v bus(i.:)::act v(i.:)+O.OL 
end 
ifvdiff(i,:)<O.O l 
% ang_ busr(i,: )=ang_ busr(i,: ); 
v_bus(i,:)~ _bus(i,:); 
end 
if angdiffl..i,: )>0.00 1 
ang_busr(i,: )=act_ ang(i,: )+0.0 I; 
v_bus(i,:)=act_ v(i,:); % 
end 
if angdif!( i,: )<0.00 1 
ane: busr(i.:)::ane: busr(i.:): 





ang_ bus:=ang_ busr* 180/pi; 
fid=fopen('output. txt' ,'a'); 
fprintf(fid,'\nlteration number %d. \n\n',count); 
fprintf(:fid,'State variables\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'Bus number Voltage Angle{rad) Angle(deg)\n'); 
for i=l :nbus 
fprintf(fid,'%6.2f %6.5f %6.5f %6.5t\n',bus_ number(i), v _ bus(i),ang_ busr(i),ang_ bus( i)); 
end 
fprintf(fid,'\n**************************************************************************'); 





p _calc l(gogo,: )=0; 
f _term p( go go,: )=v _ b us(i ;. )*v _ b us(i ,: )*G(i,i ); 
q_ calc !(gogo,: )=0; 
f_termq(gogo,: )=v _ bus(i,: )*v _ bus(i,: )*B(i,i); 
for j=Lnbus 
ifj--=i 
o calcHl!ol!o.:)=o calcl(goe.o.:l+v bus(i)*v bus(i)*mae.(ij)*cosd(tbeta(ij)+ang bus(H-ang bus(i)): 
a calcl(gogo.:)=o calcJ(gogo,:)+v bus(il*v bus(i)*mag(i.i)*sind(theta(i.i)+ang bus(i)-ang bus(i)): 
end 
end 
p _ calc3(gogo,: )=f _tennp(gogo,: )+p _calc 1 (gogo,:); 
q_ calc3(gogo,: )=-( f _ termq (go go,: )+q_ calc I (gogo,:)); 
gogo=gogo+ l: 
end 
for i= I :length(p _ calc3) 
ifabs(p_calc3(i,:))<= 0.00001 


























r=end _bus( i); 





pij_ calc(i)= pij_ calc l(i); 
end 
qij_ calc I ( i)=~ v _bus( q) 'v _bus( q)'( 0. 5 'Bline( q,r)-B( q,r) )+v _bus( q)'v _ bus(r)'mag( q,r)' sind( theta( q,r )+ang_ bus(r )-ang_ bus( q)) ); 
ifabs(aii calcl(i))<= 0.00001 
aii calc(i)=O: 
end 
ifabs(qjj calcl(i))> 0.00001 






etl =qij_ calc'; 




q=start _ bus(i); 
r=end_bus(i); 
pji _calc I ( i)=-( v _ bus(r )'v _bus( r) )'G( q,r )+v _bus( q)'v _ bus(r) •mag( q,r )'co sd(theta( q,r)+ang_ bus( q)-ang_ bus( r) ); 










ifabs(aii calcl(i))> 0.00001 







%*************to check the presences of bad data******************** 
for i=l :length(mmf) 
error 1 ( i,: )=mmf( i,: Y2 *wts(i,: ); 
end 
error= sum( error I) 

















comp=chi2( deg_ free,al pha) 










lgst~stand _error-max( stand_ error); 
syukur=l; 
fori== I :length( stand_ error) 
if stand_ error(i,: )===lgst~ stand_ error; 
nstand~ error( syukur,: )9l; 
syukur-syukur+ I; 
end 
if stand~ error(i,: )-=Igst_ stand_ error 









fPrintf{fid,'\n\nTo preserve redundancy, bata data will be stop at this level'); 
fprintf{fid,'\nsince %d (no of measurement) is less than or equal to o/od (no of states).\n',nmeas,nstate); 
disolav('UNOBSERV ABILITY1111'): 
end 
if nmeas> nstate 
no~ meas ~to_ delete==deg_ free· I; 
fid=fopen('outputtxt','a'); 
tprintf{fid,'\n******************************************************************"'*******'); 
ljlrintf(fid,'\n\nBAD MEASUREMENTS HAVE BEEN DETECTED AT THE RAW MEASUREMENTS AND'); 
ljlrintf(fid,\nlliE STATE EST!MA T!ON CALCULATION CANNOT BE PROCESSED.',no _ meas_to_delete); 
tprintf{ fid,'\n\nAfter completed the bata data detection process, the total number of); 
fprintf (fid,'\nmeasurement that possible to discard is %d. \n',no _ meas _to_ delete); 
tprintf{fid,'\nAs detected the large standardized error(%d)is associated with',lgst_stand_error); 
fprintf(fid,'\nmeasurement no %d.\n',no_measurement)~ 
fclose(fid); 
if no meas to delete >=2 
display('PROGRAMMING JNDENTIFYING THE PRESENCE OF MULTIPLE BAD DATA IN THE AVAILABLE 
MEASUREMENTS!!!''); 
end 
if no meas to delete = l 






display('NO BAD DATA PRESENCE IN THE AVAILABLE MEASUREMENTS- ALHAMDULILLAH'); 
fid=fopen('output.txt','a'); 
tprintf(fid,'\n**************************************************************************'); 
fj>rintl(fid,'lnNO BAD DATA WAS DETECTED.In'); 
fj>rintl(fid,'lnFINAL STATE ESTIMATION AFTER BAD DATA DETECTION.\n'); 
fj>rintf(fid,'lnESTIMATED STATE V ARIABLESin'); 
tprinttt_fid,'Bus number Voltage Angle(rad) Angle(degree)\n'); 
for i=l :nbus 




fj>rintf(fid,'lnACT!VE AND REACTIVE POWER ESTIMATEDin'); 
tprintf(fid,' Bus number P Q \n'); 
for i=l:nbus 
tprintf(fid,' %6.2f %6.5f %6.5f\n',bus_number(i)joy(i)jay(i)); 
end 
fj>rintf(fid,'lnACTIVE AND REACTIVE LINE FLOW ESTIMATED In'); 
fj>rintf\fid,' From To Pij Qij Pji Qjiln'); 
for i=l:lemrthfstart bus) 
furintflfid.'%6.2f%6.2f %6.Sf %6.5f %6.5f %6.5t\n'.start busli).end busfi).et(i).ett(i).et2fi).et3li)): 
end 
fclose(fid); 
subplot(2, l ,l ); plot(bus_number,act_ v, '-. b*',bus_ number,v _bus, '-ro'); 
xlabel('Bus number'); 
ylabei('Bus voltage in p. u. '); 
title('Plot of the voltage'); 
h_leg = legend('Actual','Estimated',6); 
subplot(2, I ,2 ); plot(bus _number ,act_ ang, '-. b*' ,bus_ number ,ang_ busr, '-ro '); 
xlabel('Bus number')~ 
ylabel('Bus angle in rad'); 







1 2.7055 3.8415 5.0239 6.6349 7.8794 
2 4.6052 5.9915 7.3778 9.2104 10.5965 
3 6.2514 7.8147 9.3484 11.3449 12.8381 
4 7.7794 9.4877 11.1433 13.2767 14.8602 
5 9.2363 11.0705 12.8325 15.0863 16.7496 
6 10.6446 12.5916 14.4494 16.8119 18.5475 
7 12.017 14.0671 16.0128 18.4753 20.2777 
8 13.3616 15.5073 17.5345 20.0902 21.9549 
9 14.6837 16.919 19.0228 21.666 23.5893 
10 15.9872 18.307 20.4832 23.2093 25.1881 
11 17.275 19.6752 21.92 24.725 26.7569 
12 18.5493 21.0261 23.3367 26.217 28.2997 
13 19.8119 22.362 24.7356 27.6882 29.8193 
14 21.0641 23.6848 26.1189 29.1412 31.3194 
15 22.3071 24.9958 27.4884 30.578 32.8015 
16 23.5418 26.2962 28.8453 31.9999 34.2671 
17 24.769 27.5871 30.191 33.4087 35.7184 
18 25.9894 28.8693 31.5264 34.8052 37.1564 
19 27.2036 30.1435 32.8523 36.1908 38.5821 
20 28.412 31.4104 34.1696 37.5663 39.9969 
21 29.6151 32.6706 35.4789 38.9322 41.4009 
22 30.8133 33.9245 36.7807 40.2894 42.7957 
23 32.0069 35.1725 38.0756 41.6383 44.1814 
24 33.1962 36.415 39.3641 42.9798 45.5584 
25 34.3816 37.6525 40.6465 44.314 46.928 
26 35.5632 38.8851 41.9231 45.6416 48.2898 
27 36.7412 40.1133 43.1945 46.9628 49.645 
28 37.9159 41.3372 44.4608 48.2782 50.9936 
29 39.0875 42.5569 45.7223 49.5878 52.3355 
30 40.256 43.773 46.9792 50.8922 53.6719 
31 41.4217 44.9853 48.2319 52.1914 55.0025 
32 42.5847 46.1942 49.4804 53.4857 56.328 
33 43.7452 47.3999 50.7251 54.7754 57.6483 
34 44.9032 48.6024 51.966 56.0609 58.9637 
35 46.0588 49.8018 53.2033 57.342 60.2746 
36 47.2122 50.9985 54.4373 58.6192 61.5811 
37 48.3634 52.1923 55.668 59.8926 62.8832 
38 49.5126 53.3835 56.8955 61.162 64.1812 
39 50. 6598 54.5722 58.1201 62.4281 65.4753 
40 51.805 55.7585 59.3417 63.6908 66.766 
41 52.9485 56.9424 60.5606 64.95 68.0526 
42 54.0902 58.124 61.7767 66.2063 69.336 
43 55.2302 59.3035 62.9903 67.4593 70.6157 
44 56.3685 60.4809 64.2014 68.7096 71.8923 
45 57.5053 61.6562 65.4101 69.9569 73.166 
46 58.6405 62.8296 66.6165 71.2015 74.4367 
47 59.7743 64.0011 67.8206 72.4432 75.7039 
48 60.9066 65.1708 69.0226 73.6826 76.9689 
49 62.0375 66.3387 70.2224 74.9194 78.2306 
50 63.1671 67.5048 71.4202 76.1538 79.4898 
51 64.2954 68.6693 72.616 77.386 80.7465 
52 65.4224 69.8322 73.8099 78. 6156 82.0006 
53 66.5482 70.9934 75.0019 79.8434 83.2525 
54 67. 6728 72.1532 76.1921 81.0688 84.5018 
55 68.7962 73.3115 77.3804 82.292 85.7491 
56 69.9185 74.4683 78.5671 83.5136 86.994 
57 71.0397 75.6237 79.7522 84.7327 88.2366 
58 72.1598 76.7778 80.9356 85.9501 89.477 
59 73.2789 77.9305 82.1174 87.1658 90.7153 
60 74.397 79.082 83.2977 88.3794 91.9518 
61 75.5141 80.2321 84.4764 89.5912 93.1862 
62 76.6302 81.381 85.6537 90.8015 94.4185 
63 77.7454 82.5287 86.8296 92.0099 95. 6492 
64 78.8597 83.6752 88.004 93.2167 96.8779 
65 79.973 84.8206 89.1772 94.422 98.1049 
66 81.0855 85.9649 90.3488 95.6256 99.3303 
67 82.1971 87.108 91.5193 96.8277 100.5538 
68 83.3079 88.2502 92.6885 98.0283 101.7757 
69 84.4179 89.3912 93.8565 99.2274 102.9961 
70 85.527 90.5313 95.0231 100.4251 104.2148 
71 86.6354 91.6703 96.1887 101.6214 105.4323 
72 87.7431 92.8083 97.353 102.8163 106.6473 
73 88.8499 93.9453 98.5162 104.0098 107.8619 
74 89.9561 95.0815 99.6784 105.2019 109.0742 
75 91.0615 96.2167 100.8393 106.3929 110.2854 
76 92.1662 97.351 101.9992 107.5824 111.4954 
77 93.2702 98.4844 103.1581 108.7709 112.7037 
78 94.3735 99.617 104.3159 109.9582 113.9107 
79 95.4762 100.7486 105.4727 111.144 115.1163 
80 96.5782 101.8795 106.6285 112.3288 116.3209 
81 97.6796 103.0095 107.7834 113.5123 117.524 
82 98.7803 104.1387 108.9373 114.6948 118.7261 
83 99.8805 105.2672 110.0902 115.8762 119.927 
84 100.98 106.3949 111.2422 117.0566 121.1262 
85 102.0789 107.5217 112.3933 118.2356 122.3244 
86 103.1773 108.6479 113.5436 119.4137 123.5218 
87 104.275 109.7733 114.6929 120.5909 124.7176 
88 105.3723 110.898 115.8415 121.7672 125.9123 
89 106.4689 112.022 116.989 122.9422 127.106 
90 107.565 113.1452 118.1359 124.1162 128.2987 
91 108.6606 114.2679 119.282 125.2893 129.4902 
92 109.7556 115.3898 120.427 126.4616 130.6812 
93 110.8501 116.511 121.5714 127.633 131.8705 
94 111.9442 117.6317 122.7152 128.8032 133.0589 
95 113.0377 118.7516 123.858 129.9725 134.2466 
96 114.1307 119.8709 125.0001 131.1411 135.4327 
97 115.2232 120.9897 126.1414 132.3089 136.6188 
98 116.3153 122.1077 127.2821 133.4756 137.803 
99 117.4069 123.2252 128.4219 134.6415 138.9869 
100 118.498 124.3421 129.5613 135.8069 140.1697 
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-. 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED & CALCULATED VALUES 
Before Elimination of Bad Data 
Symbols Estimated State Variables Calculated Values 
lVII 0.97927 0.9843 Bus voltages IV21 0.93136 0.9578 
t51 0 0 
Phase angles 82 -0.1881 -0.1762 
- -
Comparison of Estimated & Calculated Bus Voltages 
(Before Elimination of Bad Data) 
1 
= ei. 0.98 








~------------------------~~-----------1 State i Variables 










After Elimination of Bad Data 
Symbols Estimated State Variables Calculated Values 
lVII 1.03638 1.0174 Bus voltages 
IV21 0.90534 0.9223 
,)] 0 0 
Phase angles 
152 -0.16089 -0.1600 
Comparison of Estimated & Calculated Bus Voltage 
(After Elimination of Bad Data) 
1.05 ------------
1 j 
Ill &b 0.95 I 
:1 I 
'0 0.9 11-+-EstimatedState > I I Variables ~ 0.85 I 11-Calculated 








COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED & MEASURED VALUES 
After Elimination of Bad Data 
Symbols Estimated Values Measurements 
lVII 1.03638 1.02 Bus voltages IV21 0.90534 0.92 
Power Ql 0.59170 0.605 Injection 
Power Flow PI-2 0.60123 0.598 











3-BUS POWER SYSTEM NETWORK 
55 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED & CALCULATED VALUES 
After Detection of Bad Data 
Symbols Estimated State Variables Calculated Values 
lVII 1.03435 1.01 
Bus voltages IV21 0.97804 1.02 
IV31 0.99589 0.98 
oi 0.00000 0 
Phase angles o2 -0.01229 -0.01014 
o3 -0.03182 -0.03074 
Comparison of Estimated & Calculated Phase Angles Comparison of Estimated & Calculated Bus Voltages 
0,---~---,--------r-------~ 
I 
-:- -0.005 +--~+---"-'~~+--~~~.,.__~1 
I _;. -o.o1 I ~-0.015 I 1 ~ ~~-------
< -0.02 -+-Fstimated 
I "' -~ I ~ 
_: 
1 Variables 
~>-< -0.03 i --calculated 
' 



















"" ~ ~ I I 












I -+--EstimatedState I 
I Variables 
_._Calculated 
2 3 Values I 
Bus Number 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED & MEASURED VALUES 
After Detection of Bad Data 
Symbols Estimated Values Measurements 
lVII 1.03435 1.01 
Bus voltages IV21 0.97804 1.02 
IV31 0.99589 0.98 
Power PI 0.59170 0.605 
Illjeetion P2 0.53395 0.48 
PI-3 0.40961 0.41 
Power Flow 
P2-3 0.38035 0.38 
Contparison of Estimated & Measured Bus 
104 Voltages 








~ OS7 . 
~ 0.96 i 1 • Estimated Values 
0.95 i 1 • Measurements I 
0.94 
1 Bus l'lUI11ber 3 
-- . -
Comparison of Estimated & Measured Real Power 
0.6 
Injections 
= 0.5 -... . 
; ~ 0.4 -t-----~~;::------1 
0 d 03 - . 1:1-. 0 . I 
·-
--~ ~ 0.2 I -t-Estimated Values =·~ 
!:: 0.1 --Measurements 
0 I 
1 2 I 



































1 Line Number 2 
Comparison of Estimated & Measured Bus Voltages 


















V1 V2 VS V7 V9 V10 V12 V14 V15 V16 V18 V19 V21 V22 V23 V24 
Bus Number -+-estimated values 
__._measurements 
Comparison of Estimated & Measured Real Power Injection 
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